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PTOLEMAEUS, Claudius. Geographicae enarrationis libri octo bilibaldo 
pirckeymhero interprete, annotationes joannis de regio monte in errores commissos a 
jacobo angelo in translatione sua.
Johannes Grüninger for Johannes Koberger, Strassburg, 3 April 1525.

A fine exAmple of the fourth StrASSburg edition of ptolemy. the work includeS the firSt 
printed mAp in An edition of ptolemy to nAme AmericA, the firSt printed mAp of SoutheASt 
ASiA, And the firSt printed mAp of chinA.

The list of contributors is a veritable ‘who’s who’ of German Renaissance publishing: 
the text was translated by Wilibald Pirckheimer, using the notes of Johannes 
Regiomontanus, perhaps under the editorship of Johann Huttich; the ornamental 
woodblock designs on the reverse of the maps are attributed to Albrecht Duerer, 
who also contributed the woodblock of the armillary sphere. The present edition was 
printed for Johann Koberger by Johann Grüninger, using the woodblocks of the first 
Grüninger edition of 1522.

The woodcut maps in the trapezoid shape developed by the German cartographer 
Nicolaus Germanus in 1460 comprise 27 maps according to Ptolemy as well as 23 
“modern“ maps (Tabula Moderna) according to the knowledge of the time.

The “modern section” was copied by Lorenz Fries, on a reduced format, from the 
maps prepared by Waldseemüller for the 1513 Strasbourg Ptolemy, and accordingly 
contains the new maps of North America and the West Indies, Lorraine, Switzerland, 
Crete, North Africa, Southern Africa, Southern Asia and the World.

To that group Fries added three maps: South East Asia and the East Indies, China and 
Japan and a navigational map of the World. The two former are the first separate 
printed maps of the regions they depict. 

The 50 woodcut maps, with the exception of Quinta Asie Tabula are from the same 
blocks as those of 1522 edition. Map 47 is single page on verso of map 46. Map 50, 
Orbis typus universalis by Laurentius Fries, is the first map in a Ptolemy in which the 
name America is used. The account of the discoveries of Columbus and others is on 
the back of Map 28. The dedication by Bilibaldus Pirckeymherus, dated at Norenberge. 
Kalendis septembris. Anno Salutis nostre. M.D.XXIV., begins on the verso of the title and 
ends on the verso of folio 2. Index Ptolemaei (with half-title within illustrated border): 
[68] p. at end.

Folio (40.5 x 26.3 cm.), printed title within elaborate woodcut border, 27 double-page maps of the ancient 
world, 22 double-page maps of the modern world, one full-page map of Lotharingia on verso of map 
46, together 50 woodcut maps, most with Latin text on versos enclosed in elaborate woodcut borders, 
mounted on vellum guards, woodcut diagrams in the text (one by Dürer), including one full-page of an 
armillary sphere. Contemporary half blind-tooled pigskin over wooden boards, two clasps, lacking one strap, 
a most handsome example. 

£75,000 [ref: 93184]

Fine RenaissanCe atlas

1. 
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1. PTOLEMAEUS, Claudius. Geographicae.
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1. PTOLEMAEUS, Claudius. Geographicae.
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tHuCYdides; tHomas niCColls, tRanslatoR. The hystory writtone by Thucidides 
(...) The Athenyan of the warre which was betweene the Peloponesians and the 
Athenyans translated oute of Frenche into the Englysh language by Thomas Nicolls 
citizeine and Goldesmith of London’.
Imprinted [by William Tylle], the xxv. day of Iuly in the yeare of oure Lorde God a 
thousande, fyue hundredde and fyftye, London, 1550.

FiRst edition oF tHe FiRst tRanslation oF tHuCYdides into englisH.

Prior to this edition, works by classical authors were only available in Greek, Latin, 
or occasionally French. Such was the importance of having translations of classical 
works in English that Thomas Nicholls was granted a royal privilege to publish further 
translations uncontested for seven years. Nicholls had no knowledge of Greek and so 
translated his work from an earlier French edition by Claude de Seysell which had in 
turn been translated from Latin. It was this translating via a tertiary source which led 
Thomas Hobbes to criticise Nicholls’ work in his 1676 English translation, the first to 
be translated directly from Greek.

“The standards and methods of Thucydides as a contemporary historian have never 
been bettered. He began work at the very start of the events he records, and the 
penetration and concentration which he devoted to his account of the Peloponnesian 
War (between Athens and Sparta from 431 to 404 BC) were based on the conviction 
that it would prove the most important event in Greek history.” (PMM).

Folio. Cvi, Cvi-Clxxix, Clxxix-CC.xxiii [1], leaves, title within cartouche border, black letter, modern red 
morocco gilt by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, all edges gilt, last leaf (errata) soiled, marginal restoration to gutter not 
affecting text, generally a clean, handsome example. 

£16,500 [ref: 93874]

2. 
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euClid. The elements of geometrie of the most auncient philosopher Euclide of 
Megara. Faithfully (now first) translated into the Englishe toung, by H. Billingsley, 
citizen of London. Whereunto are annexed certaine scholies, annotations, and 
inuentions, of the best mathematiciens, both of time past, and in this our age. With a 
very fruitfull præface made by M. I. Dee, specifying the chiefe mathematicall scie[n]
ces, what they are, and wherunto commodious: where, also, are disclosed certaine 
new secrets mathematicall and mechanicall, vntill these our daies, greatly missed.
By Iohn Daye, Imprinted at London, [1570].

tHe FiRst englisH euClid, witH oveRslips, and notable FoR JoHn dee’s pReFaCe, one oF His 
most impoRtant texts. a Fine Clean CopY.

This full translation by Sir Henry Billingsley, a successful London merchant who later 
became Lord Mayor, relied on the achievements of two earlier editors, Campanus and 
Zamberti, and benefited from the involvement of the Elizabethan mathematician and 
magus, John Dee. As well as his preface, Dee also contributed many annotations and 
additional theorems to the work.

“The most influential of all Dee’s published works was his ‘Mathematicall praeface’ 
to Henry Billingsley’s English translation of Euclid, Elements of Geometrie, printed by 
John Daye in 1570. The preface is firstly a long encomium of the study of ‘thynges 
mathematicall’ as partaking both of the supernatural and of the natural, and of 
geometry in particular. He goes on to enumerate the practical arts (proper to 
‘mechanicians’) which derive from mathematics, and under one of the last of these, 
‘thaumaturgike’, exculpates himself with some passion from the charge of conjuring. 
He also defends the use of the vernacular, as not encroaching on the rights of the 
universities. His concept of ‘Archemastrie’, which ‘procedeth by Experiences’, has been 
seen by some as foreshadowing the experimental science of the next century, but 
he also hints at magical interests and practices under this very heading. In general the 
‘Praeface’ is now seen as a retrospective view of his own practice and teaching after 
his return to England in 1551, but the interest in magic, and possibly in skrying (seeing, 
or conversing with, spirits), may be a development of the late 1560s.” (ODNB).

Printing such a large and complex work with its folding overlays was a monumental 
task and the printer John Day is commemorated by his portrait at the end and 
possibly as the bearded figure of Mercury at the foot of the title-page. The overslips 
were originally printed as six bifolia bound in at the end. The number of overslips 
extant varies from copy to copy.

Provenance: Sir Walter Calverley Trevelyan, Bt. (bookplate to front pastedown). 

First edition in English of the first complete translation. Folio (31.5 x 20.5 cm), [28], 203, 205-464, [1] leaves, 
title within an allegorical woodcut border, showing Time bringing Truth and Antiquity to light [McKerrow 
& Ferguson 99], folding letterpress ‘Groundplat’ or table accompanying John Dee’s preface, geometrical 
diagrams throughout, Book XI with 23 diagrams with one or more overslips (circa 43 in total), large 
woodcut portrait of John Day above colophon, woodcut historiated or decorative initials and tail-pieces, 
lacking final blank, short repair within table, mostly within blank area, ink smudges within text to [fist]2v 
and [fist]3r, occasional staining, mostly marginal, but heavier to signature D, occasional spotting, modern calf 
antique, a fine clean example kept in a modern solander box. 
STC 10560; Taylor, Mathematical Practioners, 41; Thomas-Stanford 41; cf. PMM 25. 

£45,000 [ref: 91914]

3. 
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3. euClid. The elements of geometrie.
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mulCasteR, RiCHaRd. Positions wherein those primitive circumstances be 
examined (...) which are necessary for the training of children, either for skill in their 
booke, or health in their bodies.
Thomas Vautrollier, London, 1581.

FiRst edition oF peRHaps tHe most impoRtant woRk on CHildRen’s eduCation in tHe 
elizabetHan age, by the first Headmaster of the Merchant Taylors School. Several 
chapters are devoted to the importance of physical education, and mention is also 
made of the potential for girls to be educated on an equal footing with boys.

Mulcaster not only invented the name “footeball” but also provides the earliest 
evidence of organised team football. Mulcaster took the game off the streets, rid it of 
some of its unruly aspects and promoted it as a way to build school children’s health 
and strength. He was the first to write about the need to establish teams, positions 
and referees. Mulcaster confirms that his was a game closer to modern football by 
differentiating it from games involving other parts of the body, namely “the hand ball” 
and “the armeball”.

Other sports covered include: wrestling (wrastling); fencing (fensing;) running; 
swimming; and riding.

It is believed that the poet Edmund Spencer was one of Mulcaster’s early pupils. 
Mulcaster also has the distinction of being ridiculed by Shakespeare as “Holofernes” in 
Love’s Labour Lost.

Quarto (19.5 x 14 cm.), [16], 302, [ii] pp., illustration: woodcut printer’s device on title page, woodcut initials, 
head- and tailpieces, nineteenth century blind-stamped calf gilt, light wear, an excellent example. 
STC 18253. 

£25,000 [ref: 93871]

“tHe gReatest sixteentH CentuRY advoCate oF Football”

4. 
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5. lopes de CastanHeda, FeRnão. The first Booke of the Historie of the 
Discoverie and Conquest of the East Indias, enterprised by the Portingales... now 
translated into English by N[icholas] L[ichfield]. 
Thomas East, London, 1582.

firSt edition in engliSh of the importAnt And informAtive Book 1 of the Historia do 
descobrimento e conquista da India pelos Portuguesas (Coimbra, 1551).

Just two years after Drake’s circumnavigation proclaimed the accessibility of the East 
Indies to English shipping, Nicholas Lichfield published his translation of the first book 
of Lopes de Castanheda’s monumental history of Portuguese expansion into Asia. The 
book was dedicated to Sir Francis Drake, and the translator promised that if it was 
well received by English readers, the second and third books would be forthcoming. 
In translating this history of Portuguese eastern imperialism to 1525, Lichfield gave to 
English readers the accounts of Diaz, Covilhan, Da Gama, Cabral, the cousins Albu-
querque, Pacheco, and other Portuguese pioneers of exploration, trade, and conquest. 
In these narratives he set forth the navigations, battles, difficulties, and triumphs of the 
first East Indian empire; he also revealed the “commodities and riches that every of 
these places doth yield.”

The publication came at a time when England was not very outward looking and no 
translations of the rest of Catanheda’s history were published.

Hill notes its key place in connection with American history for it includes Cabral’s 
Discovery of Brazil in 1500 and subsequent voyages to South America.

Provenance: Sir Henry Hope Edwardes, 10th Baronet (1829-1900; bookplate and 
comment ‘very rare’ in pencil), Linley Hall.

Quarto (18.3 x 13.2 cm). Typographical ornaments, woodcut grotesque at end of prologue repeated on 
colophon, woodcut floreated and historiated initials, late nineteenth century panelled brown morocco gilt 
by Riviere, gilt edges. B2-3, C3 and T1 repaired, solitary wormhole in B2 and D2 causing tiny loss, D2 with 
minor tears at corner, a probable paper fault, light marginal worming to H2 and L2, ink stains to bottom line 
of 02r, occasional rust marks. An attractive example. 
Alden & Landis 582/54; Borba de Moraes I, 166; Hill 1035: ‘vey rare’; Howgego C67; Palau IV, 262; Sabin 
11391; Streeter sale I, 26; STC 16806. 

£37,500 [ref: 93647]
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aRistotle and publius CoRneRlius taCitus.  Aristotle’s Politiques & Tacitus’ Annals.
Aristotles politiques, or Discourses of gouernment. Translated out of Greeke into 
French, with expositions taken out of the best authours, specially out of Aristotle 
himselfe, and out of Plato, etc. By Loys Le Roy, called Regius. Translated out of French 
into English. 
[WITH:] The Annales of Cornelius Tacitus. WITH: The End of Nero and Beginning of 
Galba. Fower Bookes of the Histories of Cornelius Tacitus. The Life of Agricola.
I. Adam Islip, II. By Arn. Hatfield, for Bonham and Iohn Norton], III. By Edm. 
Bollifant, for Bonham and Iohn Norton], London, 1598.

the 1598 firSt edition in engliSh of AriStotle’S Politics And tAcituS’ AnnAls, bound 
together with the Second edition in engliSh of tAcituS’ Histories. A fine collection 
including a source book for Shakespeare’s Henry V.

It is difficult to overstate the importance of Aristotle, a pupil of Plato, the tutor of 
Alexander the Great, and the author of works on logic, metaphysics, ethics, natural 
sciences, politics, and poetics, he profoundly influenced Western thought. In his 
philosophical system, which led him to criticize what he saw as Plato’s metaphysical 
excesses, theory follows empirical observation and logic, based on the syllogism, is the 
essential method of rational inquiry.

This is a work in the tradition of compendia - a “gorgeous gallimaufry” of miscellaneous 
learning, in this case deceptively packaged as a great classic, although the title is so amply 
descriptive that the misleading title scarcely misleads (University of Sydney, Rare Books 
and Special Collections re the Aristotle). John Dickenson (c. 1570–1636), the translator 
of the Aristotle, was an English author, known as a romance-writer. He was a follower in 
the school of John Lyly and Robert Greene. He worked for a time in the Low Countries, 
and Germany. Employed by George Gilpin and Ralph Winwood, he may have been a 
spy, and certainly was an agent of the government on the ground at the time of the War 
of the Jülich succession of 1610. He was employed on further missions, in Poland and 
Scandinavia. His translation was taken from the French of Louis Leroy.

The second work is well-known as a source for Shakespeare’s Henry V. Tacitus was one 
of the most popular writers in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Readers not 
only admired his writings as showing sound judgement but also for speaking directly to 
their own time. (Cambridge Companion to Tacitus)

Folio, [32], 393, [7]; [8], 271, [1]; (6), 12, 227, (1), pp., with two pages of contemporary manuscript notes written 
on preliminary blank leaves, small ink stain to first title obscuring “Islip”, the translators are: 1. I.D., i.e. John 
Dickenson; II. Richard Grenewey; III. Henry Sauile. contemporAry calf gilt, rebacked, a very handsome example. 
I. Pforzheimer 10; II. S117603; III. STC 23644.

£10,000 [ref: 93876]

tHRee eaRlY ClassiCs in one volume inCluding a sHakespeaRe souRCe book

6. 
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livY, titus. The Romane Historie (...) Written by T. Livius of Padua. Also, the 
Breviaries of L. Florus: with a Chronologie to the whole Historie: and the Topographie 
of Rome in old time.
Adam Islip, London, 1600.

Philemon Holland’s Livy was the first in a series of unabridged translations of canonical 
Roman works that made him, in Thomas Fuller’s famous phrase “the translator general 
in his age” (Peter Culhane, Philemon Holland’s Livy).

“Holland’s first book, tHe FiRst Complete RendeRing oF livY into englisH, was published 
in 1600 when he was nearly fifty. It was a work of great importance, presented in a 
grand folio volume of 1458 pages, and dedicated to the queen. The translation set out 
to be lucid and unpretentious, and achieved its aim with marked success. It is accurate, 
and often lively, and although it does not attempt to imitate the terseness of Latin, it 
avoids prolixity. As part of his book Holland translated two other substantial works—
an ancient epitome of Roman history which provides an outline of the lost books of 
Livy, and Bartolomeo Marliani’s guide to the topography of Rome—as well as some 
smaller texts. These were taken from the edition of Livy published in Paris in 1573; by 
translating them, Holland was making available in English a great learned compendium 
of historical knowledge, not simply a single ancient author” (ODNB). 

One of the greatest and certainly the most popular of the Roman writers of history, 
Titus Livius began his great work between 27 and 25 B.C., completing it only shortly 
before his death about ten years later. In it he gives the complete history of the city of 
Rome, from its foundation to the death of Augustus. Because he was writing under the 
emperor Augustus, Livy’s history emphasizes the great triumphs of Rome. He wrote 
his history with embellished accounts of Roman heroism in order to promote the new 
type of government implemented by Augustus when he became emperor. In Livy’s 
preface to his history, he said that he did not care whether his personal fame remained 
in darkness, as long as his work helped to “preserve the memory of the deeds of the 
world’s preeminent nation.”

Folio, (10), 1404, (40) pp., woodcut title, initials, head-and tailpieces, woodcut of Queen Elizabeth, to whom 
this edition is dedicated, on verso of title page and portrait of Livy. Contemporary dark brown calf rebacked, 
blind-panelled boards, raised bands, corners worn, an fine example. 

£10,000 [ref: 93875]

7. 
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8. segaR, william. Honor military, and civill. 
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segaR, william. Honor military, and civill. 
Robert Barker, London, 1602.

A rAre hAnd coloured exAmple of the firSt edition of SegAr’S beSt known work.
The eight portraits of late 16th-century European rulers are particularly striking. 
Segar was a herald who held the office of Garter king of arms from 1604, and also a 
painter of significance counting Robert Dudley, first earl of Leicester, Robert Devereux, 
second earl of Essex, Sir Francis Drake and Queen Elizabeth among his sitters. 

Sir William Segar (d.1633), Garter king-of-arms, divides this work into four parts. The first 
concerns miscellaneous matters relating to military jurisdiction, while the second relates 
to knighthood, with detailed descriptions of different orders including the Templars, 
Knights of St. John, Knights of the Garter and other more obscure groups. “The third 
book contains fifty-four curious and interesting chapters upon the subjects of jousts, 
tournaments, triumphs, and inaugurations of emperors, kings, and princes” (DNB).

Provenance: Richard Ottley (1626-1670: signature and acquisition date, May 18 1649); 
Mary Edwards (early signature); Edwards or Edwardes, baronets of Shrewsbury (late 
17th or early 18th-century bookplate, by descent to:) Sir Henry Hope Edwardes, 10th 
Baronet (1829-1900), Linley Hall.

First edition. Folio (28.2 x 18.5 cm), 8 full-page engraved portraits by William Rogers, with Latin inscriptions, 
woodcut printer’s device and Tudor rose on title, large woodcut Tudor arms on verso, woodcut historiated and 
foliated initials, typographical and decorative head- and tailpieces, all hand-coloured by a contemporary hand. 
Contemporary calf, richly gilt with ruled border and five large arabesque pieces at sides. Without F2 blank, 
occasionally light dust-soiling, a few marginal tears, touching text only at F4, rubbed, spine skilfully restored. 
STC 22164; Thimm, p.263; Luborsky and Ingram, pp.671-2. 

£12,500 [ref: 93649]

speCtaCulaR example in ContempoRaRY ColouR

8. 
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baCon, FRanCis. The Tvvoo Bookes of Francis Bacon. Of the Proficience and 
Aduancement of Learning, Diuine and Humane. To the King.
Printed [by Thomas Purfoot and Thomas Creede] for Henrie Tomes, and are to 
be sould at his shop at Graies Inne gate in Holborne, At London: 1605.

firSt edition of the firSt greAt work of engliSh philoSophy.

“In October 1605 he published The Twoo Bookes of Francis Bacon: of the Proficience and 
Advancement of Learning, Divine and Humane. It was the product of his two enforced 
periods of leisure, first from March 1603 to March 1604 and then from December 1604 
to October 1605. The Advancement of Learning, as it is commonly called, was Bacon’s first 
published philosophical work and the only one which he published in English.

The Advancement of Learning was divided into two books. The first was an eloquent 
and powerful defence of the importance of learning to every field of life. It was 
therefore constructed according to the principles of epideictic oratory. The much 
longer and more important second book was a general survey of the contemporary 
state of human knowledge, identifying its deficiencies and supplying Bacon’s broad 
suggestions for improvement. The book’s real importance was not so much its 
encyclopaedic character but rather its professed aim of propagating the Baconian 
ideas of the advancement of learning and knowledge, and of the practical means of 
accomplishing it.” (ODNB).

It is in this work that Bacon sketched out the main themes and ideas that he continued 
to refine and develop throughout his career, beginning with the notion that there 
are clear obstacles to or diseases of learning that must be avoided or purged before 
further progress is possible.

First edition. 4to. [1], 45; 118 (but 121) leaves, without the 2 leaves of errata (normally only found in late 
issues) and final blank Hhh2 as often, old ownership inscription to title,contemporary calf, rebacked, neat 
repairs to edges, a fine copy. 
Gibson 81; Grolier, Science, 8a; Pforzheimer 36, STC 1164. 

£5,750 [ref: 91913]

9. 
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smitH, tHomas. Voiage and Entertainment in Rushia. 
Roberts and W. Jaggard for] Nathanyell Butter, London, 1605.

fine copy of thiS rAre, eArly Account of ruSSiA.

Sir Thomas Smythe [Smith], (c.1558–1625), the son of a merchant and financier, in 
1600 became a member of the Company of Merchant Adventurers, a governor of 
the Muscovy and Levant companies, and first governor of the East India Company 
(31 December 1600). Smythe’s career was abruptly halted in February 1601, when 
he was seriously compromised, though not actually implicated, in the abortive coup 
of the earl of Essex. With the accession of James I in 1603 Smythe rapidly rose again 
to favour. He was appointed a trade commissioner to negotiate with the empire 
(1603), and was knighted. In June 1604, probably by reason of the leading role he 
played in the Muscovy Company’s trade to northern Europe, he was appointed 
special ambassador to the tsar of Russia, and he landed at Archangel on 22 July. Over 
the winter he obtained a grant of new privileges for the company, and he sailed for 
England on 28 May 1605. His experiences in Russia were published in the present 
book. The work contains an allusion to Shakespeare’s play, Hamlet, prompted by the 
poisoning of Czar Ivan. 

Smythe went on to have an illustrious career as merchant, becoming governor of the 
East India Company, and, later governor of the North-West Passage Company (1612), 
when he promoted voyages for the discovery of a north-west passage, especially 
those of Hudson (1610) and Baffin (1615), who gave his name to Smith Sound, 
between Greenland and Ellesmere Island.

Smythe had interested himself in Virginia as early as 1589, and in 1609 he obtained 
a second charter for the Virginia Company, of which he was treasurer until 1619. 
Although he showed resource, resilience, and flexibility in helping to secure the 
survival of the colony at Jamestown, and undertook genuine reforms such as the 
establishment of a Virginian assembly (1619).

The other main area of Smythe’s involvement was Bermuda, then known as the 
Somers Islands. They were granted to the Virginia Company in 1612, but three years 
later, when Smythe was governor of the company and Bermuda was first colonized 
under the name Virginiola, they became the preserve of a distinct body, the Somers 
Islands Company, of which Smythe served as governor (1615–21). His name was 
given to the island on which the settlers first landed, to the first fort built to guard the 
harbour entrance, and, later on, to one of the parishes. (ODNB). 

Provenance: Sir Henry Hope Edwardes, 10th Baronet (1829-1900: bookplate), 
Linley Hall.

First edition, 4to (19.7 x 14 cm). Woodcut device on title, with final blank. 19th-century mottled calf gilt, 
sides with double fillet panels and small acorn tool at inner corners, gilt spine with morocco label, gilt edges. 
Bottom margins of quires A-C restored, title cut slightly short at bottom margin, lightly soiled and with first 
two and a half words of imprint in pen-and-ink facsimile, spine lightly rubbed, light scuff mark on front cover. 
ESTC locates only 12 copies. Cox I, 189-190: ‘very rare’; STC 22869. 

£27,500 [ref: 93650]

10. 
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[book oF Common pRaYeR]. The Booke of Common Prayer, with the Psalter 
or Psalmes of David: of that translation which is appointed to be used in churches. 
Robert Barker, London, 1607. 

hAnd coloured copy of the JAcobeAn book of common prAyer, firSt publiShed in 1604 
following the deciSionS tAken At the hAmpton court conference which AlSo led to 
the publicAtion of the king JAmeS bible.

The Hampton Court Conference took place in January 1604. The conference was in 
response to the Millenary Petition so that the issues raised by it could be discussed 
in a formal setting. Many of the signatories of the Millenary Petition were very well 
aware that James I had a passion for philosophical and ideological debate and he rose 
to their challenge by calling the Hampton Court Conference. Bishops and Puritans 
representatives were both invited.

One of the results of King James’ meeting with the Puritan representatives was that 
“the Book of Common Prayer might be better fitted to more increase of piety”. 
The conference stressed that conformity to the Church was expected once the 
conference had dispersed – such as the wearing of the correct clothing in services and 
the adherence to the Common Prayer Book.

After the Conference, this proved very controversial with the more radical Puritans 
who believed that the Book of Common Prayer still contained too many ‘popish’ 
elements. Nevertheless James was determined to enforce what was decided at 
Hampton Court and the result was the Jacobean Book of Common Prayer.

Provenance: Sir Henry Edwards (1812-1886; later pencil note) – Sir Thomas Edwards 
(later pencil note) – Lady Edwards, Miss Edwards and Mr Hope (later pencil note).

4to (27.3 x 18.5 cm). Predominantly in black letter. Title and calendar in black and red, title and half-title 
with the same elaborate woodcut border, woodcut initials and decorative tail-pieces, all coloured in a 
contemporary hand, late eighteenth century mottled calf, covers with gilt dentelle border, gilt spine with 
floral compartments and morocco label. Supplied facsimile (probably done in the eighteenth century at 
time of binding) title copied from the 1606 edition, remounted original section-title in the alternative setting 
dated 1606, occasional marginal spotting, a very attractive book. 
STC 16332.2; cf. STC 16330.3 for 1606 edition See C N Trueman “The Hampton Court Conference.” 
historylearningsite.co.uk. 

£5,000 [ref: 93644]

Fine ContempoRaRY Hand ColouR

11. 
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puRCHas, samuel. Purchas: His Pilgrimes. In five books. The first, contayning the 
voyages and peregrinations made by ancient kings, patriarkes, apostles, philosophers, 
and others, to and thorow the remoter parts of the knowne world: enquiries also 
of languages and religions, especially of the moderne diuersified professions of 
Christianitie. The second, a description of all the circum-nauigations of the globes. 
The third, nauigations and voyages of English-men, alongst the coasts of Africa, to 
the Cape of Good Hope, and from thence to the Red Sea, the Abassine, Arabian, 
Persian, Indian, shoares, continents, and ilands. The fourth, English voyages beyond 
the East Indies, to the ilands of Iapan, China, Cauchinchina, the Philippinae with 
others, and the Indian nauigations further prosecuted: their iust commerce, nobly 
vindicated against Turkish treacherie; victoriously defended against Portugall hostilitie; 
gloriously aduanced against Moorish and ethnike perfidie; hopefully recouering 
from Dutch malignitie; iustly maintayned against ignorant and malicious calumnie. 
The fifth, nauigations, voyages, traffiques, discoueries, of the English nation in the 
easterne parts of the world: continuing the English-Indian occurrents, and contayning 
the English affaires with the Great Samorine, in the Persian and Arabian Gulfes, 
and in other places of the continent, and ilands of and beyond the Indies: the 
Portugall attempts, and Dutch disasters, diuers sea-fights with both; and many other 
remarkable relations... [WITH] Purchas his pilgrimage. Or relations of the world and 
the religions observed in all ages and places... 4th edition
William Stansby for Henrie Fetherstone, London, 1625.

an attRaCtive set oF tHe seCond maJoR ColleCtion oF englisH voYages and pRobablY 
tHe gReatest ColleCtion oF voYages eveR publisHed. 

“This great geographical collection is a continuation and enlargement of Hakluyt’s 
The Principal Navigations. At the death of Hakluyt there was left a large collection of 
voyages in manuscript which came into the hands of Purchas, who added to them 
many more voyages and travels... Purchas followed the general plan of Hakluyt, but 
he frequently put the accounts into his own words... The main divisions of the work 
fall into two parts: the first covering the world known to Ptolemy, the second coming 
down to Purchas’ own day. This fine collection includes the accounts of Cortés and 
Pizarro, Drake, Cavendish, John and Richard Hawkins, Quiros, Magellan, van Noort, 
Spilbergen, and Barents, as well as the categories of Portuguese voyages to the 
East Indies, Jesuit voyages to China and Japan, East India Company voyages, and the 
expeditions of the Muscovy Company” (Hill). The fourth edition of Pilgrimage usually 
forms the fifth or supplemental volume, and is considered the best edition. First 
published in 1613, it gives Purchas’s accounts of the various religions encountered 
throughout the world. 

the cArtogrAphy of purchAS.

“The six original maps which Purchas uses are all of prime importance.” (Wallis, 
The Purchas Handbook). The Roe map of Northern India is the earliest English map of 
Mogul territories and remained the standard map of the region for nearly a hundred 
years; Saris’ map of China correctly shows Korea as a peninsula and is, according to 
Skelton, perhaps the earliest map of China from Chinese sources to be published in 
Europe; the map of Greenland (in fact Spitsbergen) made by Thomas Edge was made 
for the Muscovy Company of London has been described as the last XVIIth century 
British contribution to Spitsbergen topography; on the eastern side of America 
Purchas provided a map of Nova Scotia to illustrate the land granted by James I to 
Sir William Alexander to colonize as New Scotland, the map recording the names of 

12. 
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Alexander’s partners who were granted lands by the Council for New England; the 
Briggs map of North America is one of the most important maps of the seventeenth 
century, showing California as an island and stimulating interest in a northwest passage 
to the Far East; Smith’s map, the first of Virginia, ranks as one of the most important 
documents of early colonial history, the first map to accurately depict Chesapeake 
Bay with its tributaries, and with nearly two hundred Indian settlements marked. 
(Information taken from Wallis).

Provenance: John Naylor of Leighton Hall (1813-1889, bookplate).

Together 5 volumes, folio (32 x 20.7 cm). First edition of Pilgrimes, fourth edition of Pilgrimage. Additional 
engraved title in vol. I dated 1625, 88 engraved maps, of which 4 double-page folding, 3 double-page and 
81 half-page, numerous illustrations, most in woodcut but 7 engraved. With the blank R4 in vol. I., woodcut 
headpieces and initials; without initial blanks in vols. III & IV, engraved title lightly spotted, map of Denmark on 
p.622 in vol. III, map of Cyprus on p.585 in vol. V and map of Fez on p.682 in vol. V all closely shaved at outer 
margin, map of Asia on p.39 in vol. V with circa 3mm loss at outer margin, 4A6 and 4B1 & 4B2 re-margined, 
light offsetting from maps throughout, a few marginal repairs, a few small spots and stains. Dark green panelled 
morocco gilt by F. Bedford, spines lavishly decorated gilt in compartments, gilt turn-ins, gilt edges, a fine set. 
European Americana, 625/173; Arents 158; Borba de Moraes II, pp.692-693; Burden 164, 208, 214; Church 
401A; JCB (3) II:196-197; Hill 1403; Sabin 66682-66686; STC 20509 and 20508.5. 

£97,500 [ref: 90830]
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13. [bible] The Holy Bible.
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13. [bible] The Holy Bible. Conteyning the Old Testament and the New Newlie Translated 
out of ye Original Tongues and with the former Translations diligently compared and 
revised by his Maiesties speciall Commandement. Appointed to be read in Churches 
[WITH] The vvhole booke of Psalmes. Collected into English meeter by Thomas 
Sternhold, Iohn Hopkins and others, conferred with the Hebrewe, with apt notes to 
sing them with all. Set forth and allowed to be sung in all churches, of all the people 
together, and after morning and evening prayer, as also before and after sermons: and 
moreover in priuate houses for their godly solace and comfort, laying apart all ungodly 
songs and ballads, which tend onely to the nourishing of vice, and corrupting of youth.
Robert Barker, and the assignes of John Bill, [Psalmes = R. Badger for the 
Company of Stationers] London, 1632.

A well-preServed, complete exAmple of the king JAmeS bible, with the Speed mAp of the 
holy-lAnd.

The bible is the single most important book in the history of ideas and the King James 
version is the most widely-published text in the English language.

First printed by the King’s Printer Robert Barker, this was the third translation into 
English to be approved by the English Church authorities. The first was the Great Bible 
commissioned in the reign of King Henry VIII (1535), and the second was the Bishops’ 
Bible of 1568.

In England under the 1408 Constitutions of Oxford, it was strictly forbidden to 
translate the Bible into the native tongue. This ban was vigorously enforced by Cardinal 
Wolsey and the Lord Chancellor, Sir Thomas More, in an attempt to prevent the 
rise of English ‘Lutheranism’. The only authorised version of the Bible was St Jerome’s 
Vulgate, which was understood only by highly-educated people.

By Shakespeare’s time, England had split with Rome, and the political scenery had changed 
markedly. Bibles in English were now available, such as Henry VIII’s authorised ‘Great Bible’; 
the ‘Geneva Bible’, copiously furnished with Protestant footnotes; and even the Church’s 
‘Bishop’s Bible’, published as a failed response to the popularity of the Geneva.

King James I abolished the death penalty attached to English Bible translation, and 
commissioned a new version that would use the best available translations and 
sources, and importantly, be free of biased footnotes and commentaries. To this end 
he convened the Hampton Court Conference in 1604 where the new English version 
was conceived. The translation is widely considered a towering achievement in English 
literature, as both beautiful and scholarly. It has contributed numerous idioms to 
English, more than any other single source, including Shakespeare; examples include 
feet of clay and reap the whirlwind.

The translation committee of 50 scholars drew on many sources, The result was first 
printed in 1611, and was ‘appointed to be read in churches’.

with intereSting provenAnce: William Lowndes (1652-1724) was a leading figure at 
the Treasury where he became an opponent of the economic theories of John Locke. 
There is also an American connection as his father had escaped the English Civil War 
by going to the American colonies, returning after the death of Charles I. As often (as 
noted by Herbert) the date of the bible on the general title page has been changed by 
hand to 1633.

eaRlY and Complete king James bible
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The fine title-page is signed Guilielmus Hole fecit. The signature is partly burnished out 
of the plate as noted by ESTC in copies with the date altered to 1633.

Provenance: 1. Mrs. Shaler of Lombard Street, London, and descendents, 1700-1710 
(contemporary manuscript notes to front); 2. Charles Lowndes, son of William 
Lowndes, late of Winslow, Bucks and descendents to 1738 (contemporary manuscript 
notes to rear, which also states that Charles Lowndes married into the Shaler family).

Folio (33 x 21.5 cm). “Genealogies” by J[ohn] S[peed]: title, [1], 34 pp.; “ A Description of Canaan, and the 
bordering Countries”: [4]pp., double page woodcut map, engraved title [f.1] verso blank, dedication f.2, 
preface ff. 3-8, list of books 1 p., full-page engraving to verso; Old Testament ff. 1-327; Apocrypha ff. 328-
404; New Testament, engraved title [f. 405] verso blank, ff. 406-507; Psalmes: title, 115, [7] pp. rubricAted 
throughout.
Early eighteenth century black morocco, gilt borders composed of decorative rolll tools to covers, spine 
in seven compartments, red morocco label to second, others richly gilt, raised bands, all edges gilt. Metal 
borders and furnishings to covers, metal bosses to corners, metal lozenge to centre; clasps defective, last leaf 
of Psalms laid down else a fine clean, complete example. 

£9,000 [ref: 92979]
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14. desCaRtes, René. Discours de la methode pour bien conduire sa raison, & 
chercher la verité dans les sciences. Plus la dioptrique. Les meteores. Et la geometrie
Jan Marie, Leiden, 1637.

one of the moSt influentiAl workS in the hiStory of modern philoSophy.

Published in 1637, the Discours de la methode, forms the base of the epistemology 
known as Cartesianism. This work marks a clear break with the Scholastic tradition, 
which Descartes deemed too “speculative”. It can be seen as a plea for a new 
form of science, based on more solid foundations. By having it published in French, 
Descartes aimed to oppose the Scholastic tradition of writing in Latin. Indeed, the 
French philosopher wanted to address a broader audience than merely scholars and 
theologians. He claimed he wanted “women and children to understand his work”.

In the Discours, Descartes tackles the problem of scepticism. He starts his line of 
reasoning by doubting everything, so as to assess the world from a fresh perspective, 
clear of any preconceived notions. Descartes then searches for an absolute truth, i.e. 
something that cannot be challenged, so as to build a whole chain of logical deductions 
based on that starting point. After realising that he cannot doubt the fact that he is 
capable of thinking, he states the famous phrase : “I think therefore I am” (je pense 
donc je suis - cogito ergo sum) in Part IV of the work. This is Descartes’ starting point, 
his unquestionable certainty. It enables him to go on and propose a methode (made up 
of four rules) aimed at avoiding mistakes.

Descartes also presents his meditations on God and the soul, on which he later 
commented in greater depth in the Méditations métaphysiques, four years later. In the 
Discours, Descartes also writes about such matters as animals, human anatomy, and the 
connection between man and nature. Regarding the latter topic, Descartes sees this 
relationship as representative of modernity, given that “man has to be the master and 
possessor of nature” through the advancement of science and skills, and especially by 
improving his knowledge in the medical field.

René Descartes (1596–1650) was a French philosopher, mathematician and writer 
who spent most of his life in the Dutch Republic. He has been dubbed the father 
of modern philosophy, and much subsequent Western philosophy is a response to 
his writings, which are studied closely to this day. Descartes laid the foundation for 
17th-century continental rationalism, later advocated by Baruch Spinoza and Gottfried 
Leibniz, and opposed by the empiricist school of thought consisting of Hobbes, Locke, 
Berkeley, and Hume.

Descartes’ famous phrase je pense donc je suis is now better known in the Latin 
version Cogito ergo sum. It did not appear in Latin until the later published Principia 
Philosophiae (1744) which incorporated a translation of the present work.

Provenance: James Clayton (early signature on title); residence, St. George Jesuit College 
(inscription on title); Stonyhurst College (inkstamp on title); Charles M. Hutt (booklabel). 

First edition. 4to (19.6 x 14.7cm). Woodcut vignette on title, numerous text illustrations and diagrams; gathering 
Fff bound in twice, gathering B slightly sprung. Contemporary calf; rebacked preserving original spine.
Dibner 81; Guibert, p.14; Krivatsy 3114; Norman 621; PMM 129; Wellcome 7448144. 

£110,000 [ref: 93809]

Je pense, donC Je suis
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dunton, JoHn. A true journal of the Sally Fleet, with the proceedings of the voyage. 
John Dawson for Thomas Nicholes, London, 1637.

From the beginning of the sixteenth century, European commerce in the 
Mediterranean had been bedevilled by the plundering and slave hunting of the Barbary 
pirates, acting out of Algiers, their principal base, and the coastal towns of morocco. 
Amongst these the most notorious were the pirates of Salli. In 1635 Dunton was 
forced to act as pilot in a Moorish pirate ship (“Sally man of warre”) which was 
intending to take captives off the English coast. She made for the Isle of Wight, where 
she was captured and Dunton released. In January 1636 a fleet of 8 warships was sent 
on the orders of King Charles I on a punitive expedition to Salli - the author being one 
of the mariners. The present work comprises a detailed history of their voyage, the 
successful attack on Salli and the liberation of sever hundred Christian captives.

The engraved chart provides a plan of the engagement. Of particular interest are 
descriptions of the participating vessels (names, tonnage, complement, number of 
guns, etc) and the list of names of the redeemed captives which identifies the home 
towns of each in the British Isles. Thus we are provided with remarkable information 
on the geographic make-up of the British merchant fleet in the first half of the 
seventeenth century.

Provenance: Marquis of Lothian (pencilled note); Frederick Spiegelberg (morocco label).

First edition. Small 4to (17 x 13cm.), [iv], 26, [xviii] pp., folding engraved map, disbound, 
brown cloth chemise and morocco-backed cloth slipcase, cut close at head of page 
occasionally affecting headline, map restored at inner margin, withal a very good copy.
Atabey 379; STC 7357. 

£12,500 [ref: 90994]

15. 
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15. dunton, JoHn. A true journal of the Sally Fleet.
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FulleR, tHomas. Pisgah-Sight of Palestine and the confines thereof, with The History 
of the Old and New Testament acted thereon.
John Williams, London, 1650.

a beautiFul tall CopY in a ContempoRaRY binding. pisgaH ReFeRs to mount pisgaH, tHe 
mountain in tHe bible FRom wHiCH moses saw tHe pRomised land FoR tHe FiRst time.

Thomas Fuller (1607/8-1661) was a loyalist English clergyman, scholar, and writer 
known for his preaching and quick wit. A Pisgah Sight of Palestine was Fuller’s historical 
and geographical description of the Promised Land, written while he was under forced 
exile during Oliver Cromwell’s rule. The text details the Puritans’ attack on Fuller’s 
moderate religious views and tolerance of unorthodox groups. It contains a full-sized 
Holy Land map and double-page maps of the territory belonging to the 12 tribes.

Fuller modeled his maps after Christian van Adrichom, a 16th century Dutch priest 
and surveyor, adding aesthetic touches with illustrations and decorative marks, while 
the maps have the cartouches, embellishments and fancies, they appear to be a 
genuine attempt to obtain some sort of precision. In the text also, Fuller’s intention is 
to convey accurate information based on the Biblical text and classical authors. Today 
we regard the Pisgah-Sight as a decorative and quaint product of a pious age but 
it is significant as the first genuine attempt in English to convey, in both textual and 
cartographic form, the geography of the Holy Land and as such can justly be regarded 
as our first modern Bible atlas.

Provenance: Richard Isted (contemporary inscription on frontispiece: “Liber Ric[har]d 
Isted pretii xviii s. vi d”); Ambrose Isted, Esq. (d. 1781; armorial bookplate on title-page 
verso); with Bernard Quaritch, 1959; Robert Pirie (bookplate).

First edition. Folio (33.2 x 22.1cm). Erratic pagination as issued, but complete. Engraved frontispiece, title 
within double-ruled border with large woodcut crown above the imprint, text within ruled border with 
marginal column for side-notes, engraved plate of armorials by John Goddard, folding map of Palestine, 26 
double-folding maps and plates, most signed by Thomas Cross, John Goddard, William Marshall, and Robert 
Vaughan. Contemporary polished calf, double-filleted in gilt, small floral cornerpieces, the spine in seven 
compartments with raised bands flanked by gilt rules, one lettering piece, edges stained red. 
Wing F2455; ESTC R18096; Hopkins, Fuller’s Pisgah Sight of Palestine, in the Evangelical Quarterly, Vol. LIV 
No. 3 July-September, 1982. 

£8,500 [ref: 93383]

tHe FiRst tRue bibliCal atlas

16. 
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Hobbes, tHomas. Leviathan (...) or the matter, forme, & power of a common 
wealth ecclesiasticall and civil.
Printed for Andrew Crooke, at the Green Dragon in St. Pauls Church-yard, 
London, 1651.

A clASSic work on StAtecrAft And A lAndmArk of weStern philoSophy.

Written during the English Civil War (1642–1651), Leviathan argues for a social 
contract and rule by an absolute sovereign. Hobbes wrote that civil war and the brute 
situation of a state of nature (“the war of all against all”) could only be avoided by 
strong undivided government.

Hobbes begins his treatise on politics with an account of human nature. He presents 
an image of man as matter in motion, attempting to show through example how 
everything about humanity can be explained materialistically, that is, without recourse to 
an incorporeal, immaterial soul or a faculty for understanding ideas that are external to the 
human mind. Hobbes describes human psychology without any reference to the summum 
bonum, or greatest good, as previous thought had done. Not only is the concept of a 
summum bonum superfluous, but given the variability of human desires, there could be no 
such thing. Consequently, any political community that sought to provide the greatest good 
to its members would find itself driven by competing conceptions of that good with no 
way to decide among them. The result would be civil war. There is, however, Hobbes states, 
a summum malum, or greatest evil. This is the fear of violent death. A political community 
can be oriented around this fear. Hobbes goes on to advocate the desirability of a 
Commonwealth in which a subject authorises and gives up any right of governing himself 
to this man, or to this assembly of men, on this condition;” that thou give up, thy right to 
him, and authorise all his actions in like manner.

The work is wide-ranging, dealing with matters as diverse as tax and religion.

Apart from the text, the book is also notable for its remarkable engraved title-page 
by Abraham Bosse. It has two main elements, of which the upper part is by far the 
more striking. In it, a giant crowned figure is seen emerging from the landscape, clutching 
a sword and a crosier, beneath a quote from the Book of Job—”Non est potestas Super 
Terram quae Comparetur ei. Iob. 41. 24” (“There is no power on earth to be compared 
to him. Job 41. 24”)—linking the figure to the monster of that book. The torso and arms 
of the figure are composed of over three hundred persons, in the style of Giuseppe 
Arcimboldo; all are facing inwards with just the giant’s head having visible features.

The lower portion is a triptych, framed in a wooden border. The centre form contains 
the title on an ornate curtain. The two sides reflect the sword and crosier of the main 
figure – earthly power on the left and the powers of the church on the right. Each 
side element reflects the equivalent power – castle to church, crown to mitre, cannon 
to excommunication, weapons to logic, and the battlefield to the religious courts. The 
giant holds the symbols of both sides, reflecting the union of secular and spiritual in the 
sovereign, but the construction of the torso also makes the figure the state.

First edition, first issue (with boar’s head device to title-page). Folio (28.75 x 19.5 cm), [6], 248, 247-256, 
261-396 pp., additional engraved title-page, folding table, complete, text continuous despite pagination, 
modern calf antique, gilt arabesque to upper cover, an fine example. 

£22,500 [ref: 93878]

“Hell is tRutH seen too late”

17. 
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Camoens, luis de. The Lusiad, or Purtugals historicall poem. Translated from 
Portuguese into English by Sir Richard Fanshaw. 
Humphrey Moseley, London, 1655. 

firSt edition in engliSh, A Superb preSentAtion copy from the trAnSlAtor, inscribed by 
Richard Fanshawe to his brother-in-law Sir George Boteler on a separate slip tipped 
to the Dedicatory Epistle: Aug. 22. 1655 ffor my honord friend Sr. George Boteler from his 
most affectionate servant & Counteyman Richard ffanshawe. La patria e solamente Buena, 
para nacer, y morir, en ella.

Fanshawe has made a number of corrections in the text and more extensive corrections 
in pencil have been made by B. Fanshawe which he transcribed from a presentation copy 
to Thomas Leventhorpe, Fanshawe’s nephew (sold at Sotheby’s in 1924). 

preSentAtion copieS Are extremely ScArce: the only other known presentation copies are 
the Pforzheimer copy, inscribed to Edward Heath, and the Houghton copy, inscribed to 
Fanshawe’s nephew Francis Compton (sold Christie’s London, 13 June 1979, lot 102). 

Os Lusiades is one of the greatest epic poems of the Renaissance, immortalizing 
Portugal’s voyages of discovery with an unrivalled freshness of observation. At the 
centre of the poem is Vasco da Gama’s pioneer voyage via southern Africa to India in 
1497-98. The sailors of Prince Henry of Portugal, commander of the Portuguese forces 
in Africa, had passed Cape Nam and discovered the Cape of Storms, which the prince 
renamed the Cape of Good Hope. His successor Emmanuel, determined to carry 
out the work of his predecessor by sending out da Gama to undertake the discovery 
of the southern passage to India. The Portuguese were generally hostile to the 
undertaking, but da Gama, his brother, and his friend Coello gathered a company, part 
of which consisted of malefactors whose sentence of death was reversed on condition 
that they undertake the voyage, and reached India.

Luis de Camoens had left his native country in disgrace in March 1553, condemned 
to five years’s service in the Indies. The idea of Os Lusiades was formed on the voyage 
out, and several cantos are thought to have been composed before he reached Goa. 
From Goa he went to the Malabar coast and then participated in the campaign along 
the shores of Arabia to suppress piracy. All the while, through further travels and battle 
in the East, Camoens lived by the motto, “in one hand the sword, in the other the pen,” 
while composing his great verse epic. 

“The Lusiad was written in a moment of intense political negotiation between 
Cromwell’s Protectorate and the newly reigning Braganza dynasty in Portugal—at 
war with Madrid—resulting in the crucial 1654 treaty between the two nations.
This treaty ratified and extended the agreement signed in 1642, when a Portuguese 
embassy from the newly crowned John IV had gained England’s recognition of 
Portugal’s independence from Madrid in exchange for generous commercial and 
religious concessions to the English. The 1654 treaty effectively opened Portuguese 
metropolitan and colonial markets as well as trade routes to English merchants and 
commodities” (Miguel Martinez, A Poet of our own, the struggle for Os Lusiades).

Seymour de Ricci states that “Bibliographers should be extremely grateful to Wodhull 
for the care he took to inscribe on the flyleaf of every book he bought the price, date 
and place of purchase, together with the cost of binding.”

pResentation CopY oF tHe “epiC oF CommeRCe”

18. 
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Provenance: Sir George Boteler (presentation inscription from the translator on 
tipped-in sheet); Michael Wodull (1740-1816), noted book collector and bibliophile, 
classical scholar and first English translator of Euripedes, who “bought with great 
judgement,” according to de Ricci (signature and note of purchase of 11 February 
1782 from the Faulder sale, purchased for 3s 6d, without the two portrait plates 
which he added from another copy; arms on binding, added for a cost of 6d); James 
Bindley (his notes and initials); Wodhull-Severne sale, 1886, lot 579; Evelyn Fanshawe 
or Parloes, Essex (bookplate); Charles Butler (sale in 1913, purchased by); Basil Thomas 
Fanshawe (note on flyleaf); bought by Mr. and Mrs. Severne from Quaritch in 1924; 
Frank S. Streeter (his sale Christie’s New York, 16 April 2007, lot 89). 

Folio (31.3 x 20 cm). Engraved frontispiece portrait of Camoens with verses, 2 engraved portraits of Prince 
Henry (folded at outer margin as usual) and portrait of Vasco da Gama by Cross (slightly shaved at outer 
margins, both portrait plates supplied from another copy by Michael Wodhull, see provenance). (Some 
occasional pale spotting.) Early 18th-century mottled calf gilt with gilt thistle cornerpieces, Wodhull’s arms 
in gilt added at center of front cover, edges gilt (rebacked with the original red morocco lettering piece 
preserved). 
Grolier English 349; Pforzheimer 362; Wing C-397. 

£35,000 [ref: 93810]
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spinoza, baRuCH. Opera posthuma [Compendium grammatices linguae 
hebraeae] [BOUND WITH] Tractatus theologico-politicus. 
1.[Jan Rieuwertsz,] 2. H. Kunraht [but Jan Rieuwertz], 1. [Amsterdam] 2.Hamburg 
[but Amsterdam], 1. 1677. 2. 1670 [but 1672].

firSt edition of SpinozA’S oPerA PostHumA, bound with the Second edition of SpinozA’S 
controverSiAl trActAtus, SpinozA’S principAl work, And the only work publiShed in hiS lifetime.

[The Tractatus] blends the traditions of his Hebraic background with Cartesian 
rationalism. Spinoza’s ethical views are extended into the realm of politics, and contain 
the first clear statement of the mutual independence of philosophy and religion. 
‘Man is moved to the knowledge and love of God; the love of God involves the love 
of our fellow men. Man, in order to obtain security, surrenders part of his right of 
independent action to the State. But the State exists to give liberty, not to enslave; 
justice, wisdom and toleration are essential to the sovereign power... a crystal-clear 
exposition of the theory of natural right … defend[ing] with eloquence the liberty 
of thought and speech in speculative matters, and … contain[ing] the first clear 
statement of the independence of each other of philosophy and religion’ (PMM 153).

Bamberger’s bibliographic investigations of the Tractatus have shown how careful 
Spinoza and the publisher, Rieuwertsz, were to cloak themselves in anonymity, given 
the accusations of heresy and the constant surveillance of Spinoza by the Spanish 
Inquisition and others.

Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677) was born to a family of ‘Anusim’ (Jews who were forced 
to abandon their religion and convert to another – in his case - Catholicism). Spinoza’s 
family fled Spain via Portugal and settled in Amsterdam, where they restarted 
practising Judaism.

Despite having a Jewish upbringing, at the age of 24 Spinoza was outcast and 
boycotted by the Jewish community for his controversial Rationalistic views and public 
disregard of Jewish religious rules. Following the excommunication imposed on him by 
the community in 1656 Spinoza adopted the Latin form of his name – Benedict, and 
henceforth led a wandering life.

Provenance: Lord Kennet of the Dene (bookplate).

2 works in one volume, 4to (19.7 x 14.8cm). Titles with woodcut devices, a few woodcut illustrations and 
diagrams in the text. Lacks, as often, the engraved frontispiece portrait to the first work, occasional light 
spotting and soiling. Contemporary calf, red sprinkled edges, rebacked to style.
First work: Norman 1988; second work: Bamberger T.2A. 

£15,000 [ref: 92247]
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wILLUGHBY, FRanCis; JoHn RAY (ed.) Ornithologiae Libri Tres. 
John Martyn, London, 1676.

“The Ornithologiæ libri tres (referred to as the Ornithology) is one of the first truly 
scientific ornithological texts. It was published four years after the death of Francis 
Willughby (1635–1672) by his friend and collaborator John Ray (1627–1705). These 
two natural historians had met at Trinity College Cambridge in the 1650s and spent 
time travelling around Britain and Europe collecting and observing nature.

Previous works concerning birds typically contained information gleaned from earlier 
sources such as Aristotle and Pliny with extra comments by the author. These works 
would usually describe the birds, where they might be found, whether they were 
edible, if they had any medicinal value, and what their human traits and characteristics 
were (for example Wrens are viewed as brave while Finches are dim-witted). It was 
also not uncommon to find mythical and fabled birds such as the phoenix and griffin 
amongst the pages of such works. As the study of natural history progressed the 
standards of ornithological works improved but they still lacked sensible and coherent 
organisation. Birds tended to be grouped together by habitat and then by their actions. 
Walter Charleton’s (1619–1707) system, explained in his Onomasticon zoicon (London, 
1668), involved looking at the birds’ diets, whether they bathed (and in what water/
sand) or sang. The way birds were ordered changed with the publication of the 
Ornithology. Firstly, they are classed here as land or water birds. The land birds are then 
divided into those with crooked beaks and claws and then those with straight beaks. 
The water birds are divided into those ‘that wade in the waters, or frequent watery 
places, but swim not; The second, such as are of a middle nature between swimmers 
and waders, or rather that partake of both kinds, some whereof are cloven-footed, 
and yet swim; others whole-footed, but yet very long-leg’d like the waders: The third 
is of whole-footed, or fin-toed Birds, that swim in the water’. This is thought to be the 
first attempt to rationally classify birds.

The 77 illustrations contained in the Ornithology come from various sources. Some 
are copies made from the collection of pictures and specimens owned by Willughby, 
others Ray had commissioned. The quality of the illustrations varies greatly; some are 
very lifelike and easily identified while others are not. Many of the birds have unusual 
postures for their species while those drawn from specimens (dead or alive) tend to 
be the more accurate. Ray himself puts the lack of quality down to the fact that he 
was unable to fully oversee the engravers’ work as he was away from London and had 
to send instructions by letter. The illustrations credited to Thomas Browne (1605–
1682) are of the best quality. These are thought to include the illustrations of the 
Shearwater, Little Auk, Razorbill, and Great Northern Diver” (Dawn Moutrey, University 
of Cambridge, Whipple Library).

Provenance: Sacchetti, armorial bookplate and stamp on title-page.

First edition. Folio (36.3 x 22.5 cm.), 2 folding letterpress tables, 77 engraved plates, lacking initial imprimatur 
leaf, browning to text leaves, title-leaf frayed at fore-edge and with small hole in centre, three plates with 
tears repaired, later vellum with arms tooled in blind on covers, a good example. 
Anker 532 (variant); Nissen IVB 991; Wing W2879 (with title-page variant recorded as ESTC R471002) 

£5,000 [ref: 93454]
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CHild, siR JosiaH. A Treatise wherein is demonstrated... That the East-India trade is 
the most national of all foreign trades. II. That the clamors, aspersions, and objections 
made against the present East-India Company, are sinister, selfish, or groundless. III. 
That since the discovery o the East-Indies, the dominion of the sea depends much 
upon the wane or increase of that trade, and consequently the security of the liberty, 
property, and Protestant religion of this kingdom. IV. That the trade of the East-Indies 
cannot be carried on to national advantage, in any other way than by a general joynt-
stock. V. That the East-India trade is more profitable and necessary to the kingdom 
of England, than to any other kingdom or nation in Europe. By Philopátris. [BOUND 
WITH] A Supplement, 1689, to a former Treatise, concerning the East-India Trade.
J.R. for the East-India Company, London, 1681 and 1689.

Sir Josiah Child, a rich and successful merchant, had demonstrated his understanding 
of economic issues by writing a tract entitled Brief observations concerning trade, and 
interest of money (1668). He became a Director of the East India Company in 1674, 
and its governor in 1681, playing an active role in advancing and defending both its 
trading and its political interests until his death in 1699. The present influential work 
championed the Company’s activities and emphasised the benefits of the East India 
trade to the nation as a whole, but was severely criticised by some Directors, such as 
Thomas Papillon, the Deputy Governor, who were in favour of a more open trade. 
Child’s views prevailed for the time being, but his opponents continued to question 
the royal prerogative and the Company’s monopoly.

First editions. 2 volumes in 1, small 4to., [2], 43, [3]; 14pp., lacks final blank, last two leaves re-margined 
without loss, shaved close at head affecting some numbering, scattered foxing towards end, modern panelled 
calf antique, red morocco lettering piece. 
Goldsmiths’ 2414 & 2730; Kress 1530; Pickett 175 & 223; Wing C-3866a & C-3865. 

£2,750 [ref: 89596]
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22. molYneux, william. Sciothericum telescopicum; or, A new contrivance of adapting a 
telescope to an horizontal dial for observing the moment of time by day or night. Useful 
in all astronomical observations, and for regulating and adjusting curious pendulum-
watches and other time-keepers, with proper tables requisite thereto. [BOUND WITH] 
TWYSDEN, John. The use of the general planisphere, called the analemma, in the 
resolution of some of the chief and most useful problems of astronomy 
I. Andrew Crook and Samuel Helsham at the Printing-House on Ormond-Key; 
and are to be sold by W. Norman in Dame-street, and S. Helsham and El. Dobson 
booksellers in Castle-street, 1686.; II. Philip Lea I. Dublin, II. London 1686 & 1700.

firSt edition of the firSt work; Second [?] edition, not liSted in eStc, of Second work.
  
William Molyneux (1656–1698), experimental philosopher and constitutional writer, 
born in Dublin has a claim to be considered the founder of modern science in Ireland. 
In October 1683 he set himself the task of forming a society in Dublin on the design 
of the Royal Society. As first secretary and treasurer he conducted correspondence 
and exchanged minutes with the Royal Society and its sister society at Oxford. 
He took an active part in the proceedings of the society, elucidating discoveries, 
demonstrating experiments and instruments, discussing books, showing curious objects, 
undertaking the calculation of solar and lunar eclipses, and recording weather data. 

In the summer of 1685 Molyneux visited his brother Sir Thomas Molyneux, then a 
graduate medical student at Leiden, and they undertook a three-month tour of the 
Netherlands and the Rhineland, ending up in Paris. They visited Christiaan Huygens at 
The Hague, Antoni van Leeuwenhoek at Delft, and Jean-Dominique Cassini at Paris. 
In September Molyneux spent two or three weeks in London and was invited to 
Greenwich by Flamsteed. He also took the opportunity to commission an instrument 
maker, Richard Whitehead, to make a combined dial and telescope. Although the 
instrument never performed well, Molyneux demonstrated it to the Dublin society, 
claiming it had improved the art of dialling by application of telescopic sights, and in 
1686 he published the present book describing it.

John Twysden (1607–1688), physician, had a keen interest in mathematics. Twysden’s first 
work, in collaboration with Edmund Wingate, was published in London in 1654: it was an 
edition of Samuel Foster’s Elliptical, or Azimuthal Horologiography. In 1659 he published the 
residue of Foster’s papers, with some mathematical essays of his own, in a folio volume 
entitled Miscellanea, sive, Lucubrationes mathematicae. After many years work on behalf of the 
Royal College of Physicians, Twysden continued his mathematical studies, and published the 
present work for the first time in 1685 (ESTC 15 copies).  At the end of this work are two 
short works: John pAlmer, The Planetary Instrument, or the description and use of the theories of 
the planets, 6pp., and SAmuel foSter, The description and use of the noturnal, 8pp and table.

Provenance: C. St. J. H. Daniel, his stamp to endleaves, and invoice from Francis 
Edwards dated 16th October, 1970 (£250), probably the C. E. Kenney copy sold by 
Sotheby’s May 1967 and purchased by Edwards.

Small 4to., 1st work: [12], 54, [38] pp., folding plate showing the author’s invention with 18 leaves. of tables 
(ending on N2), “Finis” printed at the foot of N2 verso. “Tables of the suns right ascension in time to every 
ten minutes of the ecliptick.” (H4r), “Tables of æquation of natural days.” (M1r), and “Calculation of hours 
and minutes for an horizontal-dial. Dublin lat 53°. 20’.” (M3r) each have divisional title page. With press-figure 
“[*]” on leaf L4v. 2nd work: [8], 22, [4], 6, 8pp., cancel title (A-D4 A-B4), 4 folding plates, followed by two 
leaves “Tabula Ascensium Obliqu-arum”, no D4 (possibly an advertisement leaf), B± at end blank, some light 
damp-staining, contemporary panelled calf, joints and corners worn.  I. Wing M 2406A. 

£9,500 [ref: 89464]
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pepYs, samuel. Memoires relating to the state of the Royal Navy of England, for ten 
years, determin’d December 1688. 
[London] Printed anno MDCXC. [1690].

a gReat example - a pResentation CopY FRom pepYs; RoYal pRovenanCe (FRom tHe libRaRY 
oF tHe FutuRe king william iv); and a laRge papeR CopY on tHiCk papeR.

This issue was intended for private distribution, and instead of the imprint “printed 
for Ben. Griffin, and are to be sold by Sam. Keble”, it reads instead “Printed anno 
MDCXC”. This is a large paper copy, and the paper used is somewhat thicker and 
more substantial than that used for the ordinary copies. 

“Pepys had long intended to compile a naval history: the idea seems to have begun in 
1664, when Coventry suggested he should write an account of the First Anglo-Dutch 
War. The scale of the proposed work gradually lengthened, and many books and 
notes were acquired with this distant prospect in view. Enforced leisure from 1679 
to 1684 had allowed for further research, Evelyn providing much arcane knowledge 
from his own store. Pepys’s renewed leisure, ample means, and reasonable health 
during the 1690s seemed likely to generate the great work, but it never came. The 
Memoires of 1690 were his only publication” (ODNB). Here the diarist looks back 
at the state of the Navy in 1679. Included is his proposition to the King for repairing 
the damage done to the Navy while Pepys was out of office for five years on account 
of accusations of supporting popery. Pepys supplies ideas for the improvement of 
administration, and a schedule of the fleet in December 1688.

The Legard family has been long-established in North Yorkshire; Robert was a Naval 
Officer and so would have hada personal interest in the book. 

Provenance: Robert Legard of Anlaby (ownership signatures to verso of portrait); 
William Henry, Duke of Clarence, future King William IV (bookplate); Bernard 
Quaritch, catalogue 255, item 422.

First edition. 8vo (182 x 112 mm). [2], 214, [18] pp., lArge pAper copy, inScribed “ex dono AuthoriS” on the 
title page, with the portrait of Pepys by White after Kneller and folding accounts table, title printed in red 
and black, internally clean, contemporary mottled calf, 
Wing P1449. 

£6,500 [ref: 93441]

a pResentation CopY and witH RoYal pRovenanCe
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davenant, CHaRles. An Essay on the East-India-Trade. [BOUND WITH] 
POLLEXFEN, John. England and East-India Inconsistent in their Manufactures.
London, 1696 and 1697.

two rAre workS regArding the monopoliSing power of the eASt indiA compAny.

Davenant wrote his Essay advancing arguments against the bill to restrict the 
consumption of cloth imported from India ‘probably... to secure... a position with the 
East India Company, which was then engaged in a bitter political struggle to retain 
its privileges. [It contained] the important argument that because international trade 
was multilateral it was nonsensical to consider whether the balance between just two 
nations was positive or negative’. 

The response to this argument, written by John Pollexfen, is here bound in. Pollexfen 
served on a special committee of the East India Company in 1677, and ‘accused 
a small coterie of directors of monopolizing the trade through jobbery... and he 
condemned the massive export of bullion [by the Company]... That parliament in 1698 
ultimately opened up the Indian trade is a measure of his influence’ (ODNB). 

First editions. 2 volumes in 1, 8vo., 62pp & 60pp., later black polished calf gilt, an fine copy. 
Goldsmiths’ 3219, 3402; Kress 1954, 2042; Pickett 327 & 342; Wing D-307, P-2778. 

£4,000 [ref: 89597]
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m[ERITON], g[eoRge]. The Praise of York-shire Ale, Wherein is enumerated several 
sorts of Drink, with a Discription [sic] of the Humors of most sorts of Drunckards. To 
Which is added, a York-shire Dialogue in its pure natural dialect, as is now commonly 
spoken in the North parts of York-shire. With the Addition of some Observations, of 
the Dialect and Pronuntiation of Words in the East Ryding of York-shire. Together with 
a Collection of significant and usefull proverbs. By G.M. Gent.
J. White for Francis Hildyard at the Signe of the Bible in Stone-Gate, York, 1697.

Reader, here’s sportive mirth and harmless Droll,
Come buy and Read, and laugh thy Belly full.
When thou hast done, if thou condemn me for ‘t,
Then I have made my self, and not thee sport;
That man is too morose, and much to blame,
That doth condemn all mirth to be profane:
All Ages have of lawful mirth allow’d;
If too much time in it were not bestow’d.
Here thou hast mirth, with small expence of time,
I’ve taken paines, the pleasure will be thine.

With “a pioneering dialect glossary, preceded in print only by John Ray’s” (ODNB). This 
glossary is the fourth part of the publication, taking more than 30 pages (pp. 89-124): 
“For’th lang Lane, is when a thing is borrowed with an intention never to be pay’d again”.

The first part (pp. 1-32) is the Praise itself, an imaginative poem relating Bacchus’ 
adventures in Yorkshire in an interesting mix of English, dialect and Latin. It was first 
published in 1685. It is followed (pp. 33-78) by A York-Shire Dialogue in its pure Natural 
Dialect [...] in the North parts of York shire, first published in 1683.

Reader here’s Folly, come and Laugh thy fill,
He neer did good, that never did no ill.

The third part (pp. 79-81) is of great interest for the study of pronunciation some 
300 years ago, as it contains Some Observations concerning the Dialect and various 
Pronunciation of words in the East-Riding of Yorkshire. The Collection of Significant and 
usefull Proverbs, some of which are apropriated to York-shire” (pp. 83-88) teaches us that 
“Best is best Cheap”, or that “Better heve a Mouse in the Pot than neay Flesh”.

This is the third edition of the Dialogue, the second of the Praise - a much enlarged 
edition “with additional dialect material” (ODNB).

ScArce: we could trace only three copies of this edition at auction in the last 40 years, 
and none of the other editions of the Praise and the Dialogue.

Provenance: William Ormerod (1818-60, British anatomist and surgeon; armorial 
bookplate to upper pastedown with motto ‘Spernit pericula virtus’); Robert Easton.

Octavo (16 x 10.8 cm). Title, leaf ‘To the Reader’, 124 pp.; title and last page a bit darkened, marginal paper 
repairs to several corners including title-page without loss of letters, one leaf with scuff a bit obscuring 
text, second leaf slightly cropped at bottom not affecting text. Early nineteenth century polished calf gilt, gilt 
fillets to covers, spine gilt with raised bands, red and tan morocco labels lettered in gilt, ; sometime rebacked 
preserving spine, a very good example. 
ESTC R19511. 

£3,250 [ref: 93130]

“to kittle is to tiCkle”
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de moivRe, abRaHam. The doctrine of chances; or, a method of calculating the 
probability of events in play. 
W. Pearson for the Author, London, 1718.

firSt edition with outStAnding provenAnce of A work in which de moivre pioneered the 
development of AnAlytic geometry And the theory of probAbility.

Abraham De Moivre (1667-1754) was born in France, but fled to England in 1688, 
after being imprisoned for his religious beliefs. A brilliant mathematician, he was unable 
to gain a university appointment (because he was born in France) or escape his life 
of poverty, gaining only a meagre income as a private tutor. He was friends with Sir 
Isaac Newton and Edmund Halley, was elected to the Royal Society in England, and 
to the Academies of Paris and Berlin, yet in spite of the support of the great Leibniz, 
and of Jacques Bernoulli, he never gained a university appointment and died in relative 
poverty. In spite of this, he made many discoveries in mathematics, some of which are 
attributed to others (For instance, Stirling’s Formula for factorial approximations was 
known earlier by De Moivre).

The book is dedicated to Sir Isaac Newton, President of the Royal Society, and personal 
friend of de Moivre.  Todhunter devotes a lengthy chapter to de Moivre, concluding “the 
principal contributions to our subject from de Moivre are his investigations respecting 
the Duration of Play, his Theory of Recurring Series, and his extension of the value of 
Bernoulli’s Theorem by the aid of Stirling’s Theorem... it will no be doubted that the 
Theory of Probability owes more to [de Moivre] than to any other mathematician, 
with the sole exception of Laplace” (Todhunter, A History of the mathematical Theory of 
probability from the time of Pascal to that of Laplace. 1865, p.193)

Provenance: Edmund Burke (stamp to title).

Quarto. [4], xiv, 175, [1]pp., contemporary annotations and calculations to one or two leaves; a good 
copy, bound in contemporary calf, gilt border on covers, recently rebacked to style, spine decorated gilt, 
contrasting spine label, corners and extremities rubbed. 
See Stigler, The History of Statistics, (1986), p70 ff. 

£9,000 [ref: 93873]

edmund buRke’s CopY
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law, JoHn. Het Groote Tafereel Der Dwaasheid (...) Vertoonende de opkomst, 
voortgang en ondergangder Actie, Bubbel en Windnegotie, in Vankryk, Engeland, en 
de Nederlanden.
Amsterdam, 1720.

the greAt eArly clASSic on the folly of SpeculAtion.

“Of the volume’s real significance in economic literature there can be no doubt. The 
South Sea Bubble in England and the Mississippi Bubble in France gave rise to extensive 
crops of controversial books and pamphlets. In neither of these countries however, did 
there appear such a stout and extravagant piece as this Dutch volume. Constituted of 
folio size, its bulk is made up largely of satirical plates... the text embraces the charters 
of important companies which were floated in various Dutch cities during the period 
of bubble fever. The combination of such prosaic data with the numerous satirical 
engravings, with the reprint of comedies and satires, and with a description of bubble 
playing cards offer the student a unique historical document, the like of which was not 
thrown up by the speculativ manias in either France or England.” (Cole)

“This great Theatre of Folly, representing the origin, progress, and downfall of the 
South Sea Bubble in France, England, and Holland, is an exceedingly curious collection 
of emblematical plates and caricatures on the scheme of J. Law and the Mississippi 
Company and the imitations of it in Holland, with fatal results. Not a few of the scenes 
here depicted have been reproduced in the New York Exchange. The engravings, 
which illustrate the rise and fall of the great speculation, are full of humour; many of 
them are exceedingly ludicrous, and some very obscene” (Sabin).

Het Groote tafereel is a bibliographically complex book, with copies varying in the 
number and titles of plates. Indeed Profssor Arthur Cole, in his magisterial work on the 
subject (The Great Mirror of Folly) writes: “ Rarely does a single volume combine in itself 
so much economic interest and so many bibliographical puzzles as Het Groote tafereel 
der dwaasheid.... There is scarcely another item just like it. Not merely are the identity 
of the compiler and the place of publication unknown, and not merely is the date of 
original issuance uncertain, but the volume went through an evolutionary process over 
time quite unnoticeable by ordinary, superficial inspection... Moreover so strange was 
the mode of issuance that no two specimens, even of approximately the same actual 
issue date are exactly the same. Neither the textual material nor the engraved prints 
are always identical, nor do they appear in the same sequence within the volume...”

First edition. Folio (40.5 x 27.5 cm), title (third state) printed in red and black, [ii], 25, [i], 52, 1-26, 29-31 
(pages 27 & 28 never issued), [i], 8, 10 pp., 76 engraved plates comprising Muller’s plates 1-73 (or 74, 
Muller’s plates 73 & 74 being different issues of the same plate, state not determined here), plus Muller’s 
supplementary plates 2-4 & 6, plate 47 with short tear at fold going into image, contemporary mottled calf, 
joints and extremities neatly repaired, new lettering piece, an excellent example. 
Cole, The Great Mirror of Folly, Publication No 6 of the Kress Library of Business and Economics (includes 
Friedrich Muller’s list of prints); Goldsmiths’ 5879; Kress 3217; Sabin 28932. 

£6,500 [ref: 93880]
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dupRé de saint-mauR, niColas-FRançois. Essai sur les monnoies, ou 
Reflexions sur le rapport entre l’argent et les denrées.
J.-B Coignard et De Bure, Paris, 1746.

Nicolas-François Dupré de Saint-Maur (1695, Paris – 30 November 1774), French 
economist and statistician, in this, his major work, provides a treatment of European 
coinage and relationships between the price of wheat, wine, oil, meat, wood and 
other commodities and salaries paid from 1002 to 1742. It also tried to demonstrate 
that food prices had increased twelvefold since AD 1 and was one of the first works 
to introduce John Locke’s ideas into France. Adam Smith praised its food-price 
statistics in his Wealth of Nations and Buffon used its mortality statistics in his Histoire 
naturelle de l’homme.

First edition. 4to., xxi, [3], 220, 188 pp., contemporary mottled calf gilt, red morocco label, neat repairs to 
joints, an excellent example. 

£1,750 [ref: 92206]
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29. dideRot, denis; Jean le Rond d’alembeRt and otHeRs. Encyclopedie, ou 
dictionnaire raisonne des sciences, des arts et des metiers [...]. 
Briasson, D. Le Breton, Durand, Paris, G. Cramer for C. J. Panckoucke Faulche, 
Geneva, Neuchatel and MM Rey, Amsterdam, 1751-80.

a Complete example oF tHis “monument in tHe HistoRY oF euRopean tHougHt; tHe aCme 
oF tHe age oF Reason; a pRime motive FoRCe in undeRmining tHe anCien Regime and in 
HeRalding tHe FRenCH Revolution; a peRmanent souRCe FoR all aspeCts oF eigHteentH 
CentuRY Civilizations.” (PMM).

The finest, most extensive and famous encyclopaedic work on the sciences, arts and 
professions of the 18th century, and arguably the most influential piece of French 
literature, the Encyclopedie originated with the publisher’s suggestion for a translation 
of Chambers Cyclopaedia into French. Diderot (1713-84), however, persuaded him to 
undertake a new work along the same lines, but greatly extended in size and scope, 
which would employ all the active writers of its time, all the new ideas and all the new 
knowledge which were circulating in the cultured class in France, but which needed 
further dispersal in order to be effective. The importance of this work is to be found 
in the contributions of over 200 philosophers, writers, scientists and jurists of the era 
of Enlightenment, like Voltaire, Montesquieu, Rousseau, Buffon, Marmontel, Necker, 
Condorcet, Turgot and others. The greater part of the 71818 entries however, was 
written by the editors Diderot and d’Alembert (1717-83), followed by Baron Holbach 
(who contributed about 400 articles). Moreover, the Encyclopedie is famous for its fine 
and accurate engravings. It contains, according to the title-pages, 3129 plates because 
double, triple or quadruple folding plates are counted as 2, 3, or 4, adding up to the 
amount of 2796 plates (as in our copy).

“The purpose of an encyclopedia is to assemble the knowledge scattered over the 
surface of the earth; to explain its general plan to the men with whom we live and 
to transmit it to the men who come after us; in order that the labours of centuries 
past may not be in vain during centuries to come; that our descendants, by becoming 
better instructed, may as a consequence be more virtuous and happier and that we 
may not die without having deserved well of the human race.” (Diderot, quoted from 
the article on encyclopedias in the present work). The Encyclopedie takes for granted 
the justice of religious tolerance and speculative freedom and asserts the democratic 
doctrine that the main concern of the nation’s government should be the lot of the 
common people. It is also an exaltation of scientific knowledge on one hand and 
peaceful industry on the other. In 1759 the Encyclopedie was formally suppressed 
but work went on although D’Alembert withdrew, leaving Diderot to work alone. 
The Encyclopedie was Since it had a very large number of contributors, there was 
no narrowly sectarian viewpoint although there was a convergence of aim. As an 
anthology of enlightened opinions on politics, philosophy, and religion, the Encyclopedie 
is one of the most important works of modern thought.

It is also remains a landmark in the history of massive publishing projects, which could 
well not having been finished. The full set comprises 35 volumes published over almost 
30 years. The first seven volumes, with articles by Voltaire, Rousseau, Montesquieu 
and many other figureheads of the Enlightenment, were published at Paris under a 
royal privilege, which was however withdrawn in 1759, after which the project was 
closed down. With the help of the Pompadour among others, the remaining volumes 
were printed secretly with a fictitious imprint. The plate volumes have a different 
history, since they were not considered being subversive; they were published in Paris 
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between 1762-72. The supplement volumes were published in one edition only, but in 
two issues, one with a Paris imprint, the other with an Amsterdam imprint, edited by 
Jean Baptiste Rene Robinet (1735-1820). The supplementary volume of plates has the 
imprint ‘Amst. and Paris’ and the final two-vol. index was published in 1780 and edited 
by Pierre Mouchon (1733-97).. 

This is the first edition with some volumes published in Geneva. 

Thirty-five volumes folio. Half-titles (except in text vols 8-17), woodcut device on title-pages, some woodcut 
initials, head- and tailpieces, 7 folding letterpress tables, a few woodcut illustrations, engraved frontispiece in 
volume 1, 2796 engraved plates including some double-page or folding; occasional spotting and browning, 
sometimes heavier. Contemporary uniform mottled calf, spines gilt in compartments, red edges, marbled 
end-papers; some volumes with slight variant tooling, 4 volumes rebacked to style, neat restoration to 
extremities of spines. 
Brunet II, 700; En Francais dans le texte 156; Norman 637; PMM 200; Palgrave I, 577. 

£55,000 [ref: 91918]
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29. dideRot, denis; Jean le Rond d’alembeRt and otHeRs. Encyclopedie
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plato [H. spens, tRanslatoR.] The Republic of Plato. In Ten Books. Translated From 
The Greek by H. Spens, D. D. With a preliminary discourse concerning the Philosophy 
of the Ancients by the Translator. 
Robert and Andrew Foulis, Glasgow, 1763.

thiS firSt publiShed engliSh trAnSlAtion of tHe rePublic.

Since the mid-nineteenth century, the Republic has been Plato’s most famous 
and widely read dialogue. As in most other Platonic dialogues the main character 
is Socrates. It is generally accepted that the Republic belongs to the dialogues of 
Plato’s middle period. In Plato’s early dialogues, Socrates refutes the accounts of his 
interlocutors and the discussion ends with no satisfactory answer to the matter 
investigated. In the Republic however, we encounter Socrates developing a position on 
justice and its relation to eudaimonia (happiness). He provides a long and complicated, 
but unified argument, in defense of the just life and its necessary connection to the 
happy life.

This edition was translated by Harry Spens, who was the minister of the parish of 
Wemyss in Fife. Robert and Andrew Foulis gained international renown as publishers 
for their editions of the Greek and Latin classics.

The contemporary ink inscription reads: ‘This translation is executed with great fidelity 
and the preliminary discourse, which is alone worth all the purchase money, contains 
not only a general epitome of the Republic of Plato, but an accurate delineation of 
the characters, manners, and philosophy of the ancient Grecians. Dr. Adam Clarke’s 
Bibliographical Miscellany Vol. 1. p. 188.’

First edition, with scarce publisher’s advertisement leaf at end, small 4to., [4], [v], vi-xl, [1)-430, [2 ad] 
pp., contemporary polished calf, red morocco lettering piece, contemporary ink inscription to front free 
endpaper (see note), foxing to endpapers, a few light spots to title, faint and shallow corner creases pages 
1 & 3, light soiling to upper edge of page 4, binding with short professional repair to upper hinge, rubbed, 
corners bumped and usual age patina otherwise exceptionally good condiiton throughout. 
Gaskell 423. 

£8,500 [ref: 93572]

FiRst publisHed englisH tRanslation in ContempoRaRY binding

30. 
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maCaulaY, CatHaRine. The History of England, From the Accession of James I to the 
Elevation of the House of Hanover [vol. 1-5] [with:] The History of England from the 
Revolution to the Present Time in a Series of Letters to a Friend. [vol. 1 (all published)].
For the Author, London, 1766-1771; 1778.

A scarce publication by the leading female historian of her day. “For a woman to 
have conceived of such a project in the eighteenth century was extraordinary. When 
her first volume was published in 1763 it was greeted with acclaim. Overnight she 
became ‘the celebrated Mrs Macaulay’. But behind the praise she received there was 
condescension and the belief that the writing of history was not for women. On 
her first volume, for instance, the Monthly Review concentrated not on the nature 
of the history but on the fact that she was a woman. She was referred to as ‘the 
fair Macaulay’, ‘our fair Historian’. After mild praise the Review expressed the wish 
that ‘the same degree of genius and application had been exerted in more suitable 
pursuits’, for the writing of history was not recommended ‘to the practice of our lovely 
countrywomen’ (Monthly Review, 29, 1763, 373).

The Whigs welcomed the first volumes as a timely answer to what was seen as David 
Hume’s Tory interpretation of events. As the History proceeded, however, it became 
increasingly clear that Macaulay was no mere Whig. It was when she reached her 
fourth volume in 1768, that dealt with the trial and execution of Charles I, that the gulf 
between her views and those of the Whigs was revealed. It was in this volume that 
she talked for the first time of ‘the rise of the republicans’ who ‘looked forward to the 
reformation of the principles, as well as the executive, of the government’ (C. Macaulay, 
History of England, 4.160). The Commonwealth she saw as ‘the brightest age that ever 
adorned the page of history’ (ibid., 5.382). For her the events of the seventeenth 
century remained vividly alive, and they were in the process of being re-enacted in 
the present. Such views caused the Rockingham Whigs to virtually abandon her, and 
such freely expressed republican ideas were an increasing embarrassment, as was her 
warmly expressed sympathy with the American colonists.” (ODNB).

The second work is labelled as volume 6 on the spine. 3 further volumes of the first 
work were published in 1781 & 1783 (The history... to the revolution).

Provenance: Andrew Ward Esq. Hooton Pagnell (bookplate).

Together Six volumes, 4to. Vols I & II second edition, others first editions. I. xviii, [2], 439pp., engraved 
frontispiece with portrait of the author; II: [4], 384, xxiv pp.; III: [4], 463, [1] pp.; IV: [4], 436, [1] pp.; V: [4], 
383, lv pp.; VI: frontispiece, engraved title, 451, [2] pp. Contemporary half calf, marbled boards, spine in 6 
compartments, red label gilt to second, provenance stamp to title pages of vol. 1-5, lightly rubbed, neat 
repairs to joints and extremities, a very good set. 

£2,500 [ref: 93742]

31. 
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HoRaCe walpole’s CopY

32. blaCkstone, william. Commentaries on the Laws of England. [with] Tracts, 
chiefly relating to the antiquities and laws of England.
The Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1768-1769 & 1771.

the moSt influentiAl eighteenth century treAtiSe on the common lAw of englAnd - A 
fine exAmple with greAt provenAnce. 

Blackstone’s work is divided into four volumes: on the rights of persons, things, of 
private wrongs and public wrongs. The Commentaries were long regarded as the leading 
work on the development of English law and played a role in the development of the 
American legal system. They were in fact the first methodical treatise on the common 
law suitable for a lay readership since at least the Middle Ages. The common law of 
England has relied on precedent more than statute and codifications and has been 
far less amenable than the civil law, developed from the Roman law, to the needs of a 
treatise. The Commentaries were influential largely because they were in fact readable, 
and because they met a need. The work is as much an apologia for the legal system of 
the time as it is an explanation; even when the law was obscure, Blackstone sought to 
make it seem rational, just, and inevitable that things should be how they were.

“The influence of Blackstone’s Commentaries is difficult to exaggerate. Twenty-three 
successive English and Irish editions had appeared by 1854, together with a plethora 
of digests and extracts, directed mostly at law students, but also adapted for school 
use, and the education of young ladies; The Comic Blackstone (1844 and later editions) 
was compiled from installments first published in Punch. There were translations into 
French, German, Italian, and Russian (vol. 1 only), while Blackstone’s Commentaries 
continued to represent England’s common law throughout the British imperial 
diaspora for more than a century after their author’s death. The Commentaries 
long dominated legal education in North America, where nearly 100 editions and 
abridgements had been produced by 1900. Blackstone’s other legal, historical, and 
literary writings received little attention, just as the life of their author has been largely 
approached via, and overshadowed by, his greatest work” (ODNB)

Provenance: Lord Walpole of Woolterton (armorial bookplate). “Walpole, Horatio 
[Horace], fourth earl of Orford (1717–1797), author, politician, and patron of the arts, 
was born on 24 September 1717 at his father’s house in Arlington Street, Piccadilly, 
Westminster. The father was Robert Walpole, first earl of Orford (1676–1745), already 
a leading whig politician and on his way to becoming Britain’s longest-serving prime 
minister. Though not of noble lineage, the family was of long standing in Norfolk, with 
a squirearchical estate to match. Walpole’s mother, Catherine, née Shorter (d. 1737), 
came of mercantile stock, and was the granddaughter of a lord mayor of London and 
the daughter of a dealer in the Baltic trade. The union of county and counting-house 
was appropriate for a whig dynasty in the making.” (ODNB).

First work: 4 volumes, third edition, volumes 1-2, firSt edition, volumes 3-4; second work: third edition; 
together 5 volumes, 4to., Contemporary calf gilt, red and tan morocco lettering-pieces, short splits to joints 
(nothing untoward), light wear, a very handsome set. 

£3,750 [ref: 93923]
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33. ConFuCius (attRibuted to), CompileR. Le Chou-King, un des livres sacrés des 
Chinois... Traduit & enrichi de Notes, par Feu le P. Gaubil... Revu & corrigé sur le texte 
chinois... par M. de Guignes... 
chez N. M. Tilliard, Paris: 1770.

firSt edition of the sHu-Jing in french, And the firSt europeAn lAnguAge trAnSlAtion of 
chou-king, one of the five clASSicAl And SAcred textS of chineSe culture.

It is a collection of rhetorical prose attributed to figures of ancient China, and served 
as the foundation of Chinese political philosophy for over 2,000 years.

According to a later tradition, the Book of Documents was compiled by Confucius 
(551–479 BC) as a selection from a much larger group of documents, with some of 
the remainder being included in the Yizhoushu. However, the early history of both texts 
is obscure. Beginning with Confucius, writers increasingly drew on the Documents 
to illustrate general principles, though it seems that several different versions were in 
use. The work is translated by Antoine Gaubil (1689-1759), and edited by the famous 
orientalist Joseph de Guignes (1721-1800).

Provenance: Le Breton (signature on title).

4to. (25.3 x 19 cm). 4 engraved plates. Contemporary quarter calf over mottled boards, smooth spine gilt, 
green morocco lettering piece. An excellent example. 
Brunet II, 222. 

£2,000 [ref: 93799]
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mante, tHomas. The history of the late war in North-America, and the islands of 
the West-Indies, including the campaigns of MDCCLXIII and MDCCLXIV against His 
Majesty’s Indian enemies. By Thomas Mante, Assistant Engineer During The Siege Of 
The Havanna, And Major Of A Brigade In The Campaign Of 1764.
Printed for W. Strahan; and T. Cadell In The Strand, London, 1772.

“the beSt contemporAry Account of thiS wAr” (Howes). Thomas Mante was an 
engineer during the siege of Havana and Major of a brigade in the campaign of 1764. 
Of the French and Indian War in North America, Mante provides a detailed account 
of the Braddock campaign, other frontier campaigns under Washington (including 
his 1753 escape from assassination by his Indian interpreter and guide), Amherst, 
Bradstreet, Bouquet, and other Canadian campaigns. The history begins with the 
encroachment of the French in 1754 and concludes with the Treaty of Peace in 1763, 
followed by a narrative of the campaigns against the Indians in 1763–1764. The maps 
have been regarded as by far the best that relate to the war; they include several 
seminal maps (“Sketch of the Cherokee Country” and others) which are superior to 
any produced hitherto. “It is probable that but few were printed, though the large and 
beautiful plans and military maps (which give it so great a value) must have made it a 
work of great expense” (Sabin). Scarce.

Thomas Mante (1733-1802), army officer and historian, was appointed as senior 
second lieutenant of the 94th company of marines on 25 June 1756. On 1 November 
1759 he transferred to the 56th company of marines as its junior first lieutenant. As 
a marine officer he participated in the West Indies campaigns of 1759 and 1762, and 
by 7 June 1762 he was one of seventeen assistant engineers engaged by the earl of 
Albemarle for the siege of Havana. By 24 June 1762 he was a lieutenant in the 77th 
regiment of foot, which left for New York late in August 1762 after the capture of 
Havana from Spanish forces. Following the peace of 1763 newer regiments such as 
Mant’s 77th were disbanded, but Mant’s company joined Colonel Henry Bouquet’s 
campaign against Pontiac’s coalition of Native American tribes during the summer of 
1763. His next post was brigade major in Colonel John Bradstreet’s expedition in 1764 
to make peace with Pontiac’s coalition.

Mante prepared four books for the press: his masterpiece, the History of the Late War 
in North America (1772) and three translations of works on military tactics by Colonel 
Joly de Maizeroy or his school, A Treatise on the Use of Defensive Arms (1770), the two-
volume System of Tactics (written in 1769–71, though not published until 1781), and 
the Elementary Principles of Tactics (1771). The three works on military science provide 
the theoretical foundation for his History, and the four works should be regarded as a 
tetralogy of 1600 pages offering an epic portrait of men at war. His History has been 
widely praised by historians, and some passages have been quoted repeatedly, such as 
the description of the horrors of thirst and yellow fever at the siege of Havana in 1762.

The maps comprise: 1. Fort Beausjour and the adjacent country. 2. Lake Ontario and 
the River St. Lawrence. 3. Portion of New York showing Lake George &c. from Crown 
Point to Fort Edward. 4. plan of Fort Edward and the environs. 5. The Communications 
between Albany and Oswego. 6. Plan of the attack on Louisbourg. 7. Plan of the attack 
on Ticonderoga. 8. Plan of Fort Pitt or Pittsburg. 9. Plan of Guadeloupe. 10. Plan of 
the attack on Quebec. 11. Sketch of the Cherokee Country. 12. River St. Lawrence 
from Lake Ontario to Montreal. 13. Plan of the attack on Fort Levi. 14. Plan of the St. 
Lawrence from Montreal to the Island of St. Barnaby. 15. Marinico. 16. St. Lucia. 17. Plan 
of the attack on the Havanna. 18. Plan of retaking Newfoundland. 

Fine CopY oF tHe best HistoRY oF tHe FRenCH and indian waR in noRtH ameRiCa

34. 
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First edition. 4to (30 x 24 cm), [4],viii,542,[2, errata] pp., small worm track in blank margin at end not 
affecting text, 18 folding engraved plates, contemporary half calf, marbled boards, red morocco lettering 
piece, edges sprinkled red, a fine example. 
Church 1092; Sabin 44396. 

£42,500 [ref: 93960]
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wHitwoRtH, RobeRt. A report and survey of the canal, proposed to be made 
on one level, from Waltham-Abbey to Moorfields.... By Robert Whitworth. To which is 
subjoin’d, An address... on the importance and great utility of canals in general;... By 
James Sharp.
1774.

Inscribed to head of title: “Robert Clavering, Rope Street, New Cock Lane, The present 
of/ Mr. James Sharp, Feb 25th 1774.”

The British canal system of water transport played a vital role in the United Kingdom’s 
Industrial Revolution at a time when roads were only just emerging from the medieval 
mud and long trains of packhorses were the only means of “mass” transit by road of 
raw materials and finished products (it was no accident that amongst the first canal 
promoters were the pottery manufacturers of Staffordshire). The UK was the first 
country to acquire a nation-wide canal network.

Canals came into being because the Industrial Revolution (which began in Britain 
during the middle of the eighteenth century) demanded an economic and reliable 
way to transport goods and commodities in large quantities. Some 29 river navigation 
improvements took place in the 16th and 17th centuries starting with the Thames 
locks and the River Wey Navigation. The biggest growth was in the so-called “narrow” 
canals which extended water transport to the emerging industrial areas of the 
Staffordshire potteries and Birmingham as well as a network of canals joining Yorkshire 
and Lancashire and extending to London.

insCRibed pResentation CopY FRom James sHaRp

35. 
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A problem that arose was that bottlenecks formed around the lock areas. This plan for 
linking London with the Midlands would have followed the natural contours of the land 
avoiding the necessity of locks. In the end the plan was not adopted but it proved to be 
similar to that of the Regent’s Canal which was built in the early nineteenth century.

Whitworth gives a detailed plan of the canal accompanied with cost estimates. He 
f was one of the most distinguished of the 18th century canal engineers. He was 
Brindley’s chief assistant and after Brindley’s death developed a substantial practice 
of his own, building many major projects including the Thomas & Severn Canal and a 
substantial part of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal.

James Sharp was a member of the Common Council and urged the construction of 
the canal to boost trade and maintain the superiority of the Port of London in matters 
of world trade.

A manuscript note at the end of the volume records the names of the 12 members 
of the Common-Council who voted in favour of the plan on April 14th 1774, including 
the Lord Mayor. Despite this support the proposed canal was not built.

First edition. Folio (32 x 20.5 cm), inScribed preSentAtion copy, [ii], 8, [ii], 16pp., two large folding plans, original 
red boards, worn, spine defective, contents clean and fresh, a fine unsophisticated example. 
Kress 6986. Goldsmiths 11059. Higgs 5805. 

£2,500 [ref: 89805]
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CondillaC, etienne bonnot de. Le Commerce et le Gouvernement Considerés 
relativement l’un à l’autre:Ouvrage Élémentaire...Premier Partis (Seconde Partie)... 
Chez Jombert & Cellot, Librairies, rue de Dauphine A Amsterdam et se trouve à 
Paris, 1776.

Condillac made his name both with economic and with philosophical writings. His 
most important economic work is Le Commerce et le Gouvernement,published the 
same year as Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations, in which he presents his subjective 
theory of value.

In his theory of vrai prix [true price], Condillac proposed a theory of human history 
divided into two phases: progress and decline. Progress is marked by a rational 
development and use of resources; decline is precipitated by bad behavior from the 
upper classes that then trickles down to the workers, encouraging excess, luxury, and 
false prices that harm the masses. Condillac saw the remedy to this as vrai prix, a true 
price created by the unimpeded interaction of supply and demand, to be achieved by 
complete deregulation. People would be taught to work toward their best interest 
in an open market through a reshaping of their perceptions. By advocating of a free 
market economy in contrast to the prevailing contemporary policy of state control in 
France, Condillac influenced classical liberal economics.

According to Goldsmiths catalogue there are at least two issues in 1776, neither of 
which is given precedence. This is the two-volume edition, here bound as one with 
separate pagination (1173). Higgs lists what is probably a ghost edition of 1772. No 
copies are known.

Condillac took holy orders (1733–1740) at Saint-Sulpice church in Paris. He was 
appointed as Abbot of Mureau. He devoted his whole life, with the exception of an 
interval as a court-appointed tutor to the court of Parma, to speculative thought. In 
Paris Condillac was involved with the circle of Denis Diderot, the philosopher who 
was co-contributor to the Encyclopédie. He developed a friendship with Rousseau, 
which lasted in some measure to the end of his life. His writings were heavily 
influenced by the English philosopher John Locke.

First Edition. 12mo, pp. [iv], 273, [3] blank; [iv], 180; two volumes bound together, separate pagination; uncut 
in original wrappers, worn and slightly dust soiled, spine rubbed, two discreet library stamps on title page. 
Goldsmiths 1173; Einaudi 1209. 

£2,500 [ref: 93870]

an eaRlY statement oF tHe utilitY tHeoRY

36. 
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37. gibbon, edwaRd. The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. 
Strahan; and T. Cadell, in the Strand, London, 1782-1788.

Decline and Fall ranks as a “masterpiece of historical penetration and literary style and 
has remained one of the ageless historical works which... maintain their hold upon the 
layman and continue to stimulate the scholar” (PMM).

Spanning a period of nearly 1500 years, this monumental work of history tracks the 
orbit of one of the greatest Empires of all time. The sheer scale and sweep of the 
narrative is breathtaking in its ambitious scope and brings to vivid life the collapse of a 
magnificent military, political and administrative structure.

Proceeding at a brisk pace, the original fourteen volumes describe debauched emperors, 
corrupt practices, usurpers and murderers, bloody battles, plunder and loot, barbarian 
hordes, tumultuous events like the Crusades and invaders like Genghis Khan and many 
more. Later, it was condensed by various editors to make it available to more readers. 
Much of it seems like a modern battle epic or a gory scary movie with endless passages 
depicting power struggles, blood-drenched paths to the throne, ruthless killing of 
innocent women and children and the final disappearance of a mighty empire.

The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire was written by an English historian who was 
inspired to write it when he undertook the Grand Tour and visited Rome as a young 
man in 1762. The book eventually took more than 20 years to complete and was 
received with both bouquets and brickbats. The Church banned it quite a few times 
as it was considered to have blasphemous passages about the Church. Gibbon was 
attacked by many devout Christians as a “paganist.”

Setting the starting point with the Emperor Augustus in 27 BC, Gibbon pursues the 
Romans relentlessly on to their final defeat in Constantinople in the 15th Century 
AD with the rise of the Turkish Ottomans. Stretching across North Africa, Europe and 
the Middle East as well as some parts of modern-day Asia, the Roman Empire was a 
tremendous human enterprise. Successively added to by emperor after emperor, it 
finally disintegrated and ceased being the “empire without end.”

Gibbon initially planned to write a history of the city of Rome but found himself so 
immersed in the subject that it gradually grew into a work about the empire itself. He 
provides interesting theories for the collapse of the Empire. The rise of Christianity, 
Islam and the attacks of various wild and brutal hordes contributed to the fall of this 
mighty Colossus.

Provenance: Stanhope Harvey (armorial bookplate).

Six volumes, 4to. First edition of volumes 4-6, new edition of volumes 1-3, engraved frontispiece portrait 
by Hall after Reynolds, 3 maps (2 folding), half titles to volumes 2-6, errata leaf in volume 6, small water 
stain to lower blank margin of volume 1, a few spots to endpapers otherwise exceptionally clean internally, 
contemporary diced russia gilt, volume 6 unnumbered (assume, quirky binder’s error), natural age-wear 
making a very handsome set. 
PMM 222. 

£5,750 [ref: 93376]
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paine, tHomas. Rights of Man: being an answer to Mr. Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution. [WITH] Rights of Man. Part the second. Containing principle and 
practice.
J. S. Jordan, London, 1791 & 1792.

firSt edition, Second iSSue of rigHts of mAn, And the firSt iSSue to be offered for SAle to 
the public. The first issue, printed by Johnson was suppressed and only a handful of 
copies survived, these given as gifts by the author. Jordan reissued the sheets of this 
suppressed issue with a new title page.

the textbook of rAdicAl thought And the cleAreSt of All expoSitionS of the bASic 
principleS of democrAcy.

Rights of Man presents an impassioned defense of the Enlightenment principles of 
freedom and equality that Thomas Paine believed would soon sweep the world. He 
boldly claimed, “From a small spark, kindled in America, a flame has arisen, not to be 
extinguished. Without consuming... it winds its progress from nation to nation.” Though 
many more sophisticated thinkers argued for the same principles and many people died 
in the attempt to realize them, no one was better able than Paine to articulate them in a 
way which fired the hopes and dreams of the common man and actually stirred him to 
revolutionary political action.

A participant in both the American and French Revolutions and in the governments 
that first arose from them, Thomas Paine is best remembered as the highly popular 
pamphleteer whose incendiary Common Sense was largely responsible for motivating 
the American colonists to declare independence. He was born in England on January 
29, 1737, and his impoverished early life offered scant evidence of the qualities that 
would later elevate him to literary and historical prominence. Taking the first available 
opportunity to improve his lot, he moved to America in 1775, coincidentally arriving at 
the time when revolutionary fervour was just taking hold.

Two works in 1 volume, 8vo., first work bound without half title, iii-x, 162; xvi, 178, [i] pp.,Part the Second 
with manuscript note to title dated February 16th 1792, contemporary half calf over drab boards, spine gilt 
in compartments, green morocco lettering piece, raised bands, neat repars to joints, an attractive example. 
Cf. PMM 382. 

£2,750 [ref: 93144]

“FRom a small spaRk, kindled in ameRiCa...”

38. 
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wollstoneCRaFt, maRY. A vindication of the rights of woman: with strictures 
on political and moral subjects.
J. Johnson, London, 1792.

mAry wollStonecrAft’S A VindicAtion of tHe rigHts of WomAn wAS A ground-breAking work 
of literAture which Still reSonAteS in feminiSm And humAn rightS movementS of todAy. 

“Wollstonecraft (1759-1797) wrote the book in part as a reaction to Edmund 
Burke’s Reflections on the French Revolution, published in late 1790. Burke saw the 
French Revolution as a movement which would inevitably fail, as society needed 
traditional structures such as inherited positions and property in order to strengthen it. 
Wollstonecraft’s initial response was to write A Vindication of the Rights of Men (1790), 
a rebuttal of Burke that argued in favour of parliamentary reform, and stating that 
religious and civil liberties were part of a man’s birth right, with corruption caused in 
the main by ignorance. This argument for men’s rights wasn’t unique – Thomas Paine 
published his Rights of Man in 1791, also arguing against Burke – but Wollstonecraft 
proceeded to go one step further, and, for the first time, a book was published that 
argued for women’s rights to be on the same footing as men’s.

The reaction to Vindication in Wollstonecraft’s lifetime was positive in her own 
liberal intellectual dissenting circle, but otherwise very negative. Horace Walpole 
notably referred to her in one of his letters as a ‘hyena in petticoats’. In 1798, after 
Wollstonecraft’s death, her husband William Godwin published her memoirs which 
he had written as part of his grieving process. In these he was open and truthful in 
his description not only of his own premarital relationship with Mary, but also about 
her previous relationship with Gilbert Imlay and the birth of their illegitimate child, 
Fanny Imlay. The scandal this created meant that Wollstonecraft’s literary legacy was 
disregarded, and when, many years later, Fanny Imlay committed suicide as a result of 
an unhappy relationship, and Mary Godwin (Wollstonecraft’s daughter with William 
Godwin) eloped with Percy Bysshe Shelley, society was quick to blame Wollstonecraft’s 
feminist principles.” - (www.bl.uk/collection-items/mary-wollstonecraft-a-vindication-of-the-
rights-of-woman)

First edition. 8vo., xix,[1],452 pp., volume 1 (all published), a little light browning, mainly marginal, small 
blindstamp to title, accession number to verso, modern calf gilt, a very good copy. 
PMM 242. 

£8,500 [ref: 93867]
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[gleig, geoRge; Colin maCFaRquHaR, (editoRs)].  Encyclopædia Britannica; or, 
a dictionary of arts, sciences, and miscellaneous literature;... The third edition, in 
eighteen volumes, greatly improved. Illustrated with five hundred and forty-two 
copperplates.
Printed for A.Bell and C.Macfarquhar, Edinburgh, 1797-1801.

“the moSt fAmouS of All encyclopAediAS in the engliSh lAnguAge” (pmm).

A fine uncut set complete with supplement and all plates, in original half calf and as 
such a rare survival.

Probably compiled by the editor and antiquarian William Smellie (1740-1795), the 
engraver Andrew Bell (1726-1809), and the printer Colin Macfarquhar (died 1793). 
Indebted to John Harris’s Lexicon Technicum, 1704 and Ephraim Chambers’s Cyclopedia, 
1728, but diverging from their alphabetical models by arranging entries under subject 

Fine unCut set

40. 
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matter : “Whoever has had occasion to consult Chambers, Owen, &c. or even the 
voluminous French Encyclopedie, will have discovered the folly of attempting to 
communicate science under the various technical terms arranged in an alphabetical 
order. Such an attempt is repugnant to the very idea of science, which is a connected 
series of conclusions deduced from self-evident or previously discovered principles.” 

The third edition offered here marks the appearance of the encyclopaedia in the way 
we know it today.         

Third edition. 22 volumes including 2 volume supplement, 4to, complete with frontispiece and 542 plates 
(some folding, 1 partly coloured), plates lviii & lix numbered ii bis and vii bis and bound accordingly, plates 
cclxx to cclxxx misbound between plates xlv and xlvi, uncut in contemporAry hAlf cAlf, red morocco labels, 
a few joints and extremities with neat repairs, a fine set. 

£5,000 [ref: 93000]
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JenneR, tHomas. An Inquiry into the Causes and Effects of the Variolae Vaccinae 
(...) a Disease discovered in some of the Western counties of England, particularly 
Gloucestershire, and known by the name of the Cow Pox. [WITH] Report of the 
Royal College of Physicians of London, on Vaccination...
For the author by Sampson Low, London, 1800 & 1808.

I. Second edition of Jenner’s classic work on smallpox vaccination (first published 
1798), the first to include the Further observations (first 1799) and the Continuation 
(also issued separately in 1800). The discovery and application of vaccination with 
cow-pox lymph to prevent smallpox “was one of the greatest practical advances in 
preventative medicine” (PMM).

II. Only edition, rare and important. Although Jenner had petitioned Parliament in 
1802 for recognition of his services, as a result of which he was granted £10,000, the 
government and medical community were still divided on the virtues of vaccination. 
As a consequence, in 1806, Parliament instructed the Royal College of Physicians to 
examine the evidence on vaccination. Their findings were published in the Report 
as a result of which Jenner was awarded a further £20,000 and the National Vaccine 
Establishment was founded. “Although the profession and Parliament had been 
practically committed to vaccination at the time of Jenner’s petition (1802), this was 
the first instance of the establishment and endowment of the practice... “ (W. S. Tebb). 
the Report thus not only bestowed on Jenner full recognition for his contribution 
to preventative medicine, but initiated the establishment of vaccination as a national 
policy in Great Britain.

Quarto., I. 3 parts in 1., viii, 182, [ii] pp., four hand-coloured engraved plates; tear to upper margin B3, a large 
uncut copy. II., 13pp., and printed wrapper sheet, one line slightly trimmed. Together in later 19th century half calf. 
I. See Garrison-Morton 5423; Lefanu 21; PMM 250. 

£8,500 [ref: 93877]
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42. monge, gaspaRd. Feuilles d’analyse appliquée a la Géométrie... 
Badouin, Paris, An 9 [1801].

 
Descriptive geometry is the science of presenting a three dimensional object on a 
two dimensional plane. Gaspard Monge invented descriptive geometry. His methods 
allowed for accurate representation of objects, including shadows and vanishing points. 
His methods were so important and revolutionary at the time that they were kept is a 
military secret. Using his formulae one could simplify the optimisation of 3 dimension-
al problems dramatically as well as send accurate representations of objects to allies 
(depictions of fortifications were particularly useful at the time, being the Napleonic 
era). This book was first published in 1795 as a series of lectures. The internal scholia 
indicate that it is a second edition. It includes all 3 projections.

Monge was a fervent supporter of the revolution and intellectual rigour. He later led 
the production of the Description de l’Égypte, wherein the accuracy of many of the 
depictions is testimony to his methods. Current applications of his breakthrough are 
numerous — 3d films use his techniques of representation, the calculation of stresses 
on surfaces and accurate architectural modelling follow from the ideas contained in 
these, his early lectures.

Provenance: Contemporary neat ownership signature of Jean Ja[c]ques Schaub (1773-
1825), professor of mathematics at the Geneva Academy and circular inkstamp of Os-
car Messerly (1855-1936), Swiss civil engineer to title, Ivor Grattan Guiness bookplate 
to front pastedown.

Second edition (enlarged). 4to., 142 pp., 3 engraved plates, contemporary half calf, neatly rebacked, an 
excellent example. 

£1,250 [ref: 92468]

tHe FatHeR oF 3d movies
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maRseille, Jean-baptiste. Le Probable incomparable, composé de trois cents 
colonnes de 150 réunions, préface et instructions par méthode.
The author, Paris, December 1807.

Very rare publication, privately published by the author himself: we could locate only 
two copies in public institutions, at the BnF and Harvard (Kress’ copy). Not mentioned 
by Quérard (French bibliography).

The Parisian mathematician Jean-Baptiste Marseille published in total 13 books about 
lottery. This work is the last and, according to the author, the most accomplished of 
the series.

“A la loterie comme à tous les jeux, malheur à celui qui s’y livre avec passion”, says the 
author. He then embarks on proving that lottery has nothing to do with chance, and 
can be won with rigour, probabilities and a good methodology. Marseille gives a list of 
300 groups of 45 numbers or 150 groups of 90 numbers and, with them, five different 
strategies to bet, using those tables.

An unusual and lovely lottery ticket from 1813 was mounted at the beginning of the 
work, most likely by its owner.

A lovely example of the first edition, in original pink wrappers.

Quarto (24 x 18.5 cm), 24, 32 pp. lottery ticket mounted to page 2. Original publisher’s pink printed 
wrappers, spine restored, very clean and fresh. 
Goldsmith’s-Kress, 19449-8. 

£2,500 [ref: 93378]

lotteRY in napoleon’s FRanCe
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laplaCe, pieRRe simon, maRquis de. Théorie analytique des probabilités. [WITH] 
Supplément à la théorie analytique des probabilités [WITH] Deuxième Supplément 
à la théorie analytique des probabilités [WITH] Troisième Supplément à la théorie 
analytique des probabilités [WITH] Quatrième Supplément à la théorie analytique 
des probabilités.
Veuve Courcier, Paris, 1812, 1816, 1818, 1820, 1825.

 
firSt edition of lAplAce’S mASterpiece, ‘the touchStone for All hiS work on probAbility’ 
(Stigler, p. 131), And the foundAtion work for All SubSequent developmentS of pure And 
Applied probAbility AnAlySiS.

rArely found complete with All four SupplementS, All preSent here in firSt edition.

Laplace (1749-1827) “was among the most influential scientists in all history” (DSB), to 
whom “on the whole the theory of probability is more indebted... than to any other 
mathematician” (Todhunter).

Motivated by problems arising, for instance, in the mathematical treatment of games 
of chance, Laplace, in the epochal Mémoire sur les suites (1782), developed the general 
theory of a powerful power-series technique for solving finite-difference equations, or 
recurring relations, which he termed the “method of generating functions”. In Book 
1, Part 1, of his Théorie analytique des probabilités (1812) he reproduced this Mémoire 
almost entirely, and in Book 2 he made repeated use of generating functions in solving a 
great variety of games of chance [and] it is Laplace’s extensive discussion of generating 
functions and the applications of them in his Théorie analytique des probabilités that is 
the source of their widespread use in probability theory, combinatory analysis, and the 
solution of finite-difference equations and recurrence formulas.

Six parts in one volume, 4to, [vi] [1]-[176]-464 + errata leaf; 34; 50; 36; [2], 28 pp., old library stamp to the 
title and blank verso of the first work; errata leaf a trifle dust-soiled with a couple of old paper repairs (far 
from text); overall, a very good, crisp copy in contemporary full speckled calf, some surface wear, rebacked, 
spine stamped gilt in compartments, with a gilt morocco lettering piece. 
See DSB XV 367-76; Todhunter, History of the Theory of Probability chapter XX; Stigler, The History of 
Statistics pp131ff. 

£25,000 [ref: 93868]

44. 

RaRe witH all supplements
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45. CauCHY, augustin-louis. Mémoire sur les intégrales définies prises entre des 
limites imaginaires. 
Chez de Bure Frères, Paris, 1825.

“le pluS court chemin entre deux véritéS dAnS le domAine réel pASSe pAr le domAine 
complexe.” “the ShorteSt pAth between two truthS in the reAl domAin pASSeS through 
the complex domAin.” (Jacques Hadamard).

Augustin-Louis Cauchy was one of the greatest mathematicians of the modern era. 
This pamphlet, of which only 500 were printed, is widely regarded as one of Cauchy’s 
most important contributions to mathematics. With it Cauchy created the key tool for 
the formalisation of the analysis of complex numbers. The theorem, know known as 
the Cauchy-Goursat theorem after Goursat managed to remove one of its constraints, 
allows mathematicians to simplify difficult functions in complex analysis. Technically 
it says that if two different paths connect the same two points, and a function is 
holomorphic everywhere “in between” the two paths, then the two path integrals of 
the function will be the same.

A note about complex analysis:

Complex numbers include the square root of -1. They become very useful when 
trying to solve difficult problems amongst the real numbers - a real number can be 
represented as the product of two complex numbers. One can then use the theory 
of complex numbers to deduce a result in the real numbers. Complex analysis is the 
mathematical field which develops theorems of functions of complex numbers. Whilst 
to the lay person, complex analysis is arcane, it is incredibly useful for physicists solving 
problems in such diverse fields as quantum mechanics, fluid dynamics and electrical 
engineering. A contemporary visual applications is development of complex scenery 
in computer-generated images; it is possible to generate very complex shapes using 
complex analysis with little computational power. A good example of this is a digital 
scene of a field of grass waving in the wind, which can be rendered using the tools 
of complex analysis. The Mandlebrot Set is another visually arresting (and infinitely 
complex) illustration of certain complex numbers.

First edition. 4to., [ii], 68, [1] pp., modern half calf, marbled boards, an excellent example. 
Grattan-Guinness, Landmark Writings in Western Mathematics 1640-1940, Ch. 28 (by F. Smithies); and see 
Smithies, Cauchy and the Creation of Complex Function Theory, Chapter IV 

£3,500 [ref: 92463]

a Foundation oF Complex analYsis
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lYell, CHaRles. Principles of Geology, being an attempt to explain the former 
changes of the Earth’s surface, by reference to causes now in operation.
John Murray, London, 1830-1833.

“A clASSic by the “fAther of modern geology”, preSenting the doctrine of 
uniformitAriAniSm, nAmely, thAt the proceSSeS of the pASt muSt be Judged by thoSe 
of the preSent. thiS wAS importAnt in the development of the dArwiniAn theory of 
evolution.” (grolier).

Lyell (1797–1875), although he trained as a lawyer and was called to the Bar, always 
had a keen interest in geology and had attended lectures by William Buckland.

“The first volume of Lyell’s Principles of Geology was published by Murray in July 
1830. Its ambitions were clear from the title— Principles still recalled Isaac Newton’s 
Principia—and the subtitle stated clearly that it was ‘an attempt to explain the former 
changes of the earth’s surface, by reference to causes now in operation’. Surprisingly 
for a work on geology, the volume was devoted not to the remote past but wholly 
to the present world. Lyell gave a systematic description of modern causes such as 
volcanoes and earthquakes, sedimentation and erosion, culled from a wide range 
of sources, including many accounts of voyages and expeditions to remote parts of 
the globe; however, his main source was the great compilation of the physical and 
topographical changes recorded within human history, published in 1822–4 by Karl 
von Hoff (1771–1837) He used Hoff ’s data to illustrate his own view of the earth 
as a system of balanced antagonistic processes: erosion balanced by sedimentation, 
for example, and crustal elevation by crustal subsidence. A preliminary section of the 
book presented a ‘grand new theory of climate’ (Lyell, Life, 1.261), which interpreted 
long-term climatic changes as the products of an ever-changing physical geography: this 
neatly undercut what Lyell himself had earlier regarded as conclusive evidence for a 
slowly cooling earth.

The second volume of the Principles appeared in 1832; it dealt with modern causes 
in the organic realm, and particularly with the relation between organisms and their 
environments. Lyell rejected Lamarck’s theory of the incessant mutability of species, 
arguing instead that they were real stable entities, and that they appeared and became 
extinct in a piecemeal manner in time and space. Extinctions were attributed not to 
sudden catastrophes but to gradual changes in the environment, as expounded in the 
first volume; the origins of species were attributed implicitly to some equally natural 
process as yet unknown.

Lyell’s concept of the stability of individual species validated his timescale for the 
Tertiary era, which formed a cornerstone of the third and culminating volume of the 
Principles (1833). His review of modern causes, both inorganic and organic, had merely 
provided the ‘alphabet and grammar’ of geology (Principles of Geology, 3.7); they 
were the means by which nature’s historical records could be deciphered, in order to 
reconstruct the course of earth history.” (ODNB).

a maJoR inFluenCe on daRwin

46. 
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Charles Darwin read the Principles whilst aboard the Beagle. The work influenced 
Darwin so deeply that Darwin envisioned evolution as a sort of biological 
uniformitarianism. Evolution took place from one generation to the next before our 
very eyes, he argued, but it worked too slowly for us to perceive.

The work is scarce. Only 1500 copies of the first edition were printed. First edition. 3 
volumes, 8vo., 3 frontispiece (2 hand-coloured), 2 hand-coloured maps (1 folding), 1 uncoloured folding map, 5 
uncoloured plates (foxed), illustrations in text, modern half calf gilt, red morocco labels. 
Challinor 125; Grolier, 100 Books Famous in Science, 70; Norman 1398. 

£10,000 [ref: 93657]
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daRwin, CHaRles; Capt. RobeRt FitzRoY; Capt. pHilip paRkeR king. Narrative 
of the surveying voyages of His Majesty’s ships Adventure and Beagle, between the 
years 1826 and 1836, describing their examination of the southern shores of South 
America, and the Beagle’s circumnavigation of the globe.
Henry Colburn, London, 1839.

an exCellent example oF tHe FiRst edition oF daRwin’s FiRst publisHed book, also His 
most widelY Read, and tHe aCCount oF pRobablY tHe most impoRtant oF all nineteentH 
CentuRY voYages, FoR it was on tHis voYage tHat daRwin pRepaRed FoR His liFewoRk, 
ultimatelY leading to “tHe oRigin oF speCies”. 

Volume I contains King’s account of the first expedition which surveyed the coasts of 
Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego. He commanded this expedition in the “Adventure”, 
accompanied by the “Beagle”, first under Stokes and after his death by Fitzroy. The 
remaining volumes describe the second voyage of the “Beagle” which visited Brazil, 
Argentina, Chile, the Galapagos Islands, Tahiti, New Zealand, Australia, and other 
countries along the way. Fitzroy’s account is contained in volume II with a separate 
appendix comprising a meteorological journal etc. Volume III is Darwin’s account. “The 
five years of the voyage were the most important event in Darwin’s intellectual life 
and in the history of biological science” (DSB).

Three volumes in 4 (vols I-III and Appendix to vol II), 8vo., 9 folding engraved maps by J. Gardner and J. and 
C. Walker ; 47 etched plates after P. King, A. Earle, C. Martens, R. Fitzroy and others, modern half calf over old 
marbled boards, marbled edges, occasional light foxing. 
Freeman 10; Hill 1, pp104-105; Norman 584; Sabin 37826. 

£19,500 [ref: 87682]
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daRwin, CHaRles. On the origin of species by means of natural selection, or the 
preservation of favoured races in the struggle for life.
John Murray, London 1860.

“This was the largest printing of any edition or issue in Darwin’s lifetime.. The misprint 
‘speceies’ is corrected and the whale-bear story diluted, an alteration which Darwin 
later regretted, although he never restored the full text” (Freeman).

“In the late 1830s Darwin became increasingly convinced that species were not 
immutable. Instead, he thought they changed over long periods of time into new forms. 
He first called this his “transmutation theory.” After further reading and observation, 
he devised the phrase “natural selection” to describe the process whereby the species 
best suited to their environment survived, producing young that were similarly adapted 
to their surroundings. As Darwin was writing a large book compiling evidence for his 
argument, he received an essay from Alfred Russel Wallace who also described natural 
selection. After publishing Wallace’s essay in a paper that included his own ideas, Darwin 
was compelled to respond quickly by writing a shorter book than the one he had been 
working on. This “abstract,” as he called it, was published in 1859. One of the book’s 
strengths was its astounding compilation of facts supporting his theory of transmutation.

During his lifetime, The Origin went through six English editions, some of which included 
significant revisions while still retaining the overall concept of transmutation, which by the 
late 1860s came to be known as “evolution.”” (Cornell University Library)

Second edition. 8vo., x, 502 pp., 32 pages ads dated January 1860 at end, folding diagram at page 117, 
original blind-stamped green cloth gilt by Edmonds & Remnants with their ticket at end, short clean 
tear (1.3 cm) to outer margin of front-free end-paper, half-title, and title, occasional light foxing, a very 
attractive bright, clean example.
Freeman 376; Norman Coll. 1025; cf. PMM 344b. 

£5,000 [ref: 93347]

48. 
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CantoR, geoRg. Fondements d’une théorie générale des ensembles 
[WITH:] Sur divers théorémes de la théorie des ensembles de points situés dans un 
espace continu à n dimensions Contained Acta Mathematica 2:4. along with 5 other 
papers by Cantor.
Beijer, Stockholm, 1883.

This text is an extract from the second publication of Acta Mathematica.  Acta was 
an effort, in the relatively early history of mathematical journals, to internationalise 
mathematics.  Cantor’s ideas, which were the subject of some controversy at the time, 
were supported by Gösta Mittag-Leffler who was the editor of Acta. He regarded 
the burgeoning set theory as an important development in Mathematics, but Cantor’s 
theorems had not been broadly distributed outside of his native German. Acta, 
therefor, collected a number of Cantor’s papers, translated them into French and 
ensured a broad distribution.

Georg Cantor  (1845-1918) is the father of set theory.  He established the importance 
of one-to-one correspondence between the members of two sets, defined infinite 
and well-ordered sets, and proved that the real numbers are more numerous than 
the natural numbers. In fact, Cantor’s method of proof of this theorem implies the 
existence of an “infinity of infinities”. He defined the cardinal and ordinal numbers and 
their arithmetic.  Set theory is a very useful mathematical tool that has been posited 
as the foundation of mathematics and most of its theorems have applications across 
most of mathematics.  Many of Cantor’s results in this translation are now standard 
teaching in undergraduate Maths syllabi and much of the success of his work is thought 
to have come from the backing of Acta in the face of staunch criticism by his German 
contemporaries - even Wittgenstein rallied against his ideas.  Cantor’s ideas in set theory 
have formed the basis of much work in attempts to axiomatise mathematics, Russell’s 
development of computationally derived theorems (which influence current attempts to 
develop Artificial Intelligence) and their ultimate failure exhibited by Godel’s theorem.

First editions in French. 4to., pp305-429, original wrappers, bound into modern half calf, marbled boards, an 
excellent example. 

£850 [ref: 92462]
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is YouR stReet one FoR tHe “semi-CRiminal”?

50. bootH, CHaRles. Descriptive Map of London Poverty 1889. 
Stanfords, London, 1891.

one of the moSt importAnt mApS of the nineteenth century, of fundAmentAl importAnce 
to britiSh SociAl reform.

The colouring of the map depicts, by street: “The Lowest Class. Vicious, semi-criminal” 
(black); “Very Poor, casual. Chronic Want” (blue); “Poor. 18s to 21s. a week for a 
moderate family” (light blue); “Mixed. Some comfortable, others poor” (purple); “Fairly 
Comfortable. Good ordinary earnings” (pink); “Well-to-do. Middle class” (red); “Upper-
middle and Upper classes. Wealthy” (yellow).

Charles Booth (1840-1916), had always taken an interest in the welfare of working 
men, but it was not until he was past middle age that there began to appear the works 
which established his reputation as a writer on social questions, including his inquiry 
into the condition and occupations of the people of London, the earlier part of which 
appeared, along with this map, as Labour and Life of the People (1889), and the whole 
as Life and Labour of the People in London (1891-1903). Booth’s works appeared at a 
critical time in the history of English social reform. A lively interest was being taken in 
the problems of pauperism, and it was coming to be recognized that benevolence, to 
be effective, must be scientific. Life and Labour was designed to show ‘the numerical 
relation which poverty, misery, and depravity bear to regular earnings and comparative 
comfort, and to describe the general conditions under which each class lives’. Among 
the many who helped him to compile his material, and edit it, were his wife’s cousin, 
Miss Beatrice Potter (Mrs. Sidney Webb) and (Sir) Graham Balfour for the earlier 
volumes, and Ernest Aves for the later. It was no proper part of Booth’s plan to analyse 
economic changes or to trace the course of social development. His object was to 
give an accurate picture of the condition of London as it was in the last decade of the 
nineteenth century. In this light, his Life and Labour was recognized as perhaps the most 
comprehensive and illuminating work of descriptive statistics which had yet appeared.

“Quite the most important thematic maps of the Metropolis in the nineteenth century 
were those which accompanied Charles Booth’s Monumental survey” (Hyde p. 28).

Lithograph map on four sheets, joined, printed in colours, extending west to east from Notting Hill to Poplar 
and north to south from Camden Town to Stockwell. Dimensions: 98 x 121 cm. (38.5 by 47.75 inches). 
Scale: 6 inches to one mile. Framed and glazed. 
Hyde 252. 

£17,500 [ref: 93753]
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